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ABSTRACT 

Two experiments were conducted to determine which of three proposals 

(memory limitations, inferential reasoning deficits, or task-related interference) best 

accounts for gist-extraction deficits observed in children with impaired language 

skills (LI group) relative to age-matched children developing language normally 

(NL group). Sixteen children between the ages of 8;0 and 10; 11 (years;months) 

from each group participated in each experiment. Experiment 1 utilized a 

comprehension paradigm (instructions focused on meaning) to investigate children's 

recognition of true and false premises, paraphrases, and inferences in short 

passages. Experiment 2 utilized a sentence-verification paradigm (instructions 

focused on verbatim form) to investigate children's ability to recognize presented 

premises in these same passages, and differentiate them from nonpresented items. 

In both experiments, passages were read aloud to each child, half of the passages 

were accompanied by pictures, and immediate and delayed recognition testing was 

conducted. In Experiment 1, previously documented inference-recognition deficits 

were associated with the auditory-only presentation of passage information. Gist

extraction deficits involving inaccurate recognition of true paraphrases and 

acceptance of false foils were also observed. However, when pictures 

accompanied passages, the LI group's overall recognition of gist improved 

significantly relative to the auditory-only condition, and between-group differences 
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were eliminated. Forgetting rates did not differ significantly as a function of 

language group in either the picture or no-picture condition. In Experiment 2, 

there were no significant between-group differences in the recognition of presented 

premises, with both groups erroneously recognizing nonpresented true sentences 

more frequently than false sentences (gist intrusions). Nevertheless, the LI group 

was significantly less likely than the NL group to differentiate presented premises 

from nonpresented items. Findings from both experiments indicated that gist

extraction deficits observed in LI groups were not associated with either memory 

limitations or deficits in inferential reasoning. Instead, in line with fuzzy-trace 

theory (e.g., Brainerd & Reyna, 1990), difficulties these children had in extracting 

meaning from linguistic input presented auditorily appeared to interfere with (i.e., 

degrade) the simultaneous processing of verbatim input associated with presented 

premises. Comparable interference effects were not observed for children 

developing language normally. 



CHAPTER I 

Introduction 

14 

An essential ingredient in the comprehension of verbal information is the 

ability to go beyond the verbatim details of surface form to extract implicit and 

often inferential levels of meaningful gist. The term "gist" is used here broadly to 

refer to the many levels of underlying meaning that can be extracted from 

informational inputs. In developmental studies dedicated to describing the ability 

of children to understand gist-level meaning, investigators (e.g., Liben & 

Posnansky, 1977; Paris & Lindauer, 1976; Paris, Lindauer, & Cox, 1977; Small & 

Butterworth, 1981) have typically found that normally developing children appear 

to be somewhat constrained by surface form, and gradually demonstrate, with 

increasing age, increased sensitivity to information that is not explicitly stated. 

Before 5 years of age, children tend to be quite literal in their comprehension of 

the words and sentences they hear. By 8 or 9, they have become more sensitive to 

other levels of meaning that must be inferred. 

Eight- to lO-year-old children with impaired language skills (LI groups) have 

typically demonstrated less sensitivity to gist-level meaning than age-matched 

children developing language normally (NL groups). (See Snyder [1984] and 

Wallach and Miller [1988] for reviews.) Importantly, gist-extraction deficits found 

in LI groups of children's understanding of narrative passages (e.g., Bishop & 

- - ----------------------------
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Adams, 1992; Crais & Chapman, 1987; Ellis Weismer, 1985; Graybeal, 1981) have 

been found to correlate with problems observed in problem solving and reading, 

and thus appear to place these children at risk for academic performance deficits at 

school (e.g., Oakhill, Yuill, & Parkin, 1986; Wong, 1980). 

Several accounts have been proposed to explain the gist-extraction deficits 

observed in short narratives, including memory limitations (Graybeal, 1981) and 

deficits in inferential reasoning (Ellis Weismer, 1985). There is also the 

possibility, as judged from data in the literature, that problems reflect interference 

effects associated with task demands. (I use the term interference here broadly to 

refer to situations in which the accuracy of performance on a given task is 

IIdegraded by the presence of some factor [relative to its absence]" [Reyna, in 

press].) The present study is designed to determine whether accounts based on 

static deficits such as memory and reasoning or those based on modifiable deficits 

such as susceptibility to interference best account for problems demonstrated by LI 

groups of children in extracting gist from short descriptive passages (e.g., Bishop 

& Adams, 1992; Crais & Chapman, 1987; Ellis Weismer, 1985; Graybeal, 1981). 

The following section summarizes reported trends, in tasks involving short 

narrative passages, for gist-extraction abilities of younger and older children 

developing language normally. The next section reviews gist-extraction deficits 

found in LI groups of children with similar tasks along with the factors that have 

-- ---------------------~--.-. 
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been proposed to account for these deficits. The final section presents the 

conceptual framework of fuzzy-trace theory (e.g., Brainerd & Reyna, 1990; Reyna 

& Brainerd, 1990), a theoretical perspective developed in recent years to address 

the complex nature and relationship of verbatim memory and gist extraction. The 

methodology of the present study was influenced by this theoretical perspective. 

Literature Review 

Gist extraction in children developing language normally 

Since the 1970s, numerous studies have been conducted to investigate 

developmental trends in children's ability to go beyond the verbatim elements of 

verbal material to extract gist-level meaning (e.g., Liben & Posnansky, 1977; Paris 

& Carter, 1973; Paris & Mahoney, 1974). These studies were motivated in great 

part by investigations with adults (e.g., Barclay, 1973; Bartlett, 1932; Bransford, 

Barclay, & Franks, 1972; Bransford & Franks, 1971) which suggested that the 

content of memory consisted of elaborated meaning rather than traces of verbatim 

forms. For example, Bransford and Franks (1971) found that when adults were 

asked to listen to acquisition sentences in short passages and decide whether 

subsequently presented recognition sentences had been heard before, they typically 

"recognized," with a high degree of confidence, sentences that had not been 

presented but were consistent with the meaning of the passage. Such false 

recognition responses were considered to be meaningful intrusions on verbatim 

.----------
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memory representations. These investigators concluded that false recognition (of 

true but nonpresented sentences) occurred because information communicated by 

semantically related sentences was integrated by the receiver into holistic ideas. In 

fact, they suggested that most of what was retained in memory was constructed 

from such integrated ideas, and that memory for surface form was lost almost 

immediately. 

Developmental researchers sought to demonstrate the degree to which memory 

was also "constructive" in children. One of the paradigms most widely used to 

investigate children's "constructive" abilities was developed by Paris and his 

colleagues in the early 1970s (e.g., Paris & Carter, 1973, Paris & Mahoney, 1974). 

In this paradigm, children were read short three-sentence passages (referred to here 

as "stories") that contained two statements of factual information (premise 

statements) and a filler. For example, "The bird is inside the cage," "The cage is 

under the table," "The bird is yellow." Passages typically reflected spatial or 

comparative relationships. After an interpolated task to simulate the effects of the 

passage of time, children were asked to verify whether recognition sentences had 

been explicitly stated in the passage. Some of the recognition sentences were true 

of the passage, and others were false (false foils). Of the true sentences, some 

were presented premises (e.g., "The bird is inside the cage"), and others were gist

level inferences that could be drawn across passage premises (e.g., "The bird is 

- -----------------------------



under the table"). A parallel, nonverbal version of this task was developed for 

stories presented as pictures (Paris & Mahoney, 1974). 
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The children's task in this paradigm was to decide whether or not recognition 

items had been presented in the acquisition stories. In the 1970's and 1980's, it was 

generally expected that children who were sensitive to inferential gist would, like 

adults, make "constructive" errors on this task. In other words, they would falsely 

recognize the nonpresented, but true inferential information as having been 

presented at the same time as they rejected false foils. Findings from studies that 

used the sentence-verification paradigm typically supported these predictions. 

Although older children (8-9 years) demonstrated more "constructive" errors 

than younger ones (5-6 years), even the younger children were significantly more 

likely to erroneously recognize true inferences than false foils (e.g., Paris & 

Carter, 1973; Paris & Mahoney, 1974). However, when this basic paradigm was 

extended to include true inference recognition sentences that a) altered the word 

order of the original passage sentences, and b) included a novel relational term 

(e.g., "The table is over1 the cage"), Liben and Posnansky (1977) found that 

younger children's errors on true inference items occurred only when the noun 

order and relational term of the acquisition passage were preserved. In contrast, 

older children made "constructive" errors regardless of noun ordering or relational 

IThe relational term "over" was novel in that it not presented in the original passage. 

--------------------------- ---



terms, suggesting that these older children were significantly more influenced by 

the "truth value" of the sentence than younger children. Liben and Posnansky 

concluded from such findings that whereas older children extracted semantic 

relationships from the stories, younger children responded more to familiarity of 

surface form found in original sentences. Small and Butterworth (1981) found 

comparable results and arrived at similar conclusions. 

19 

In order to unconfound some of the methodological issues in previous studies 

(e.g., by controlling for order effects in premises as well as inferences, analyzing 

spatial and comparative stories separately, and including a long-term retention 

interval), Reyna and Kiernan (in press) conducted two experiments with groups of 

younger (5-6 years) and older (8-9 years) children. In a sentence-verification 

paradigm similar to that used by Paris and Carter (1973) and Liben and Posnansky 

(1977), children were instructed to focus on the exact wording of sentences in 

acquisition passages, and explicitly instructed to disregard meaning. In a 

comprehension paradigm (that asked children whether recognition sentences were 

true of the passage rather than whether they had been presented in the passage), 

children were instructed to focus on meaning, and explicitly instructed to disregard 

surface form. The same stories and recognition probes were used in each 

paradigm, with recognition testing conducted at immediate and delayed retention 

intervals. 
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Results from the sentence-verification paradigm indicated that at immediate test 

both age groups made their primary differentiation between the true premise 

statements they had heard and all nonpresented sentences. Although more false 

recognition errors occurred with true, gist-level sentences than false ones, (similar 

to previous research), verbatim memory for presented form rather than 

"constructive" errors based on passage meaning prevailed (unlike previous 

research) for both age groups. In further contrast with earlier research, true, 

inferential gist was less likely to be erroneously recognized by older children than 

younger ones. Differences from previous research were attributed to the increased 

specificity of instructions used by Reyna and Kiernan relative to previous studies. 

However, after a one-week delay, significant increases in false recognition of 

true nonpresented sentences (paraphrases of premises and inferences) were found, 

especially in the responses of older children. Thus, good initial differentiation of 

verbatim form from gist-level meaning by the older children did not preclude the 

intrusion of meaning over time on this verbatim-memory task. Although younger 

children's false recognition of true gist-level sentences increased slightly over the 

delay, even greater increases were found in their erroneous recognition of false 

sentences. A comparison of responses in the delayed condition by each group thus 

provided indirect evidence that, as in previous research, older children were more 

sensitive to the meaningful gist of passage information than younger children. 

- ----_ .. -----------------------
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The comprehension paradigm (that queried passage meaning rather than 

presence of specific sentences) permitted a more direct test of each age group's 

ability to a) recognize meaning in all true sentences (regardless of whether the 

sentences were presented premises or gist-level inferences), and b) reject false 

foils. Results from the immediate condition indicated that both age groups made 

their primary differentiation between true and false sentences, with older children 

more accurate in this regard than younger ones. Although both age groups were 

less likely to recognize sentences that contained order and relational term changes 

from premises than those that preserved them, this was true for both premise and 

inference information. Overall, there were no significant differences within either 

age group's recognition of verbatim information that was presented and gist-level 

information that was inferred. Following a one-week delay, differentiation 

between true and false items was preserved as the primary response pattern for 

children in both age groups. Differentiation based on order and lexical changes 

was also significantly reduced in both groups. 

Thus, across both experiments, results suggested that the difference between 

younger and older children involved their sensitivity to overall meaning (true 

versus false) rather than differences in recognition of explicitly presented premises 

versus inferential gist. Neither familiarity nor order of premise wording was 

differentially associated with one age group over another. When differential 
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sensitivity was found to verbatim features rather than meaning, it involved passage 

type and time of test rather than age group. Specifically, recognition responses to 

comparative passages (e.g., "The peach is bigger than the orange," "The orange is 

bigger than the apple") appeared to be based on memory for familiar wording 

found in premises, whereas responses to spatial passages (e.g., "The bird is in the 

cage," "The cage is under the table") appeared to be based on meaning. Such 

differential familiarity manifested itself, however, in the delayed rather than in the 

immediate condition, and occurred regardless of instructional focus (i.e., verbatim 

memory in sentence verification paradigm and meaning in comprehension 

paradigm). 

In summary, studies of children developing language normally have provided 

evidence that children as young as 5 years of age are able to go beyond the explicit 

information that they hear to extract inferential gist. In fact, Reyna and Kiernan's 

(in press) findings suggest that when children are instructed to focus on meaning 

and disregard surface form, the primary difference between younger and older 

children resides in the differentiation of true and false items rather than in the 

differentiation of verbatim- versus gist-level information. Findings from Reyna 

and Kiernan also indicate that children can recognize verbatim information and 

differentiate it from nonpresented information when they are precisely instructed to 

do so. In fact, older children appear better able to make this differentiation than 
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younger ones, at least in the immediate condition. Following a delay, however, 

verbatim memory appears to be less accessible, and increased numbers of false 

recognition responses based on meaning can be observed. Overall, differences in 

passage type, instructions, and time of test proved to be factors that significantly 

influenced recognition of verbatim- and gist-level information. 

Inferential gist-extraction deficits in children with impaired language skills 

Early reports of verbal memory deficits in LI groups of children focused 

primarily on memory for verbatim aspects of surface form (e.g., Menyuk, 1964, 

1969; Tallal & Piercy, 1973). Sensitivity of children in LI groups to the 

underlying, gist-level meaning of information was generally considered to be 

superior to their memory for surface form (e.g., Menyuk & Looney, 1972; Wiig & 

Semel, 1980). 

Research dedicated to problems that LI groups of children have in extracting 

and remembering gist-level information is a more recent phenomenon. One of the 

first studies to investigate memory for the gist of information in LI groups was 

conducted by Graybeal (1981) who used the term "gist" to refer to memory for 

semantic content (i.e., propositions). In this study, she investigated gist recall in 

short narratives by 7- to 9-year-old children with and without impaired language 

skills. Analyses of recalled propositions indicated that the LI group was less likely 

to remember propositional gist than children in the NL group (even though the two 



language groups did not differ in accuracy, organization, or temporal ordering of 

gist that was recalled). Graybeal concluded that children with impaired language 

skills had difficulties in recalling the propositional gist of stories. Because the 

structural and lexical complexity of the materials had been designed to be within 

the linguistic capabilities of the LI group, she attributed the problem to memory 

rather than inadequate linguistic processing. 

It is important to note that the propositions that Graybeal scored as "correct" 

were those that had been referred to explicitly in the stories. There was no 

assessment of children'S memory for information that had to be inferred across 

propositions. The level of gist that she considered was, therefore, the gist of 

premise statements themselves. 
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In an attempt to look at inferential gist, Ellis Weismer (1985) used a 

comprehension paradigm (that queried passage meaning) to investigate the ability 

of 7- to 9-year-old children in an LI group to recognize information presented in 

explicit premise statements as well as in logical inferences that had to be extracted 

across premises. She presented the LI group, along with comparison NL groups 

matched by cognitive level (7-9 years) and language level (5-6 years), with three

sentence stories. Half of the stories were auditorily presented in words (verbal 

condition), and half were presented in pictures without words (pictorial condition). 

After stories had been read to the children, she asked comprehension questions 
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(verbal condition) or presented recognition pictures (pictorial condition) that 

involved true and false premises and true and false inferences. The children's task 

was to respond "yes" or "no" depending on whether a recognition question was 

true of the passage. 

Results indicated that the LI group's performance was poorer, in both the 

verbal and pictorial conditions, than that of agemates in the cognitive-matched 

comparison group. Responses of the LI group did not, however, differ statistically 

in either condition from responses of the younger, language-matched NL group. 

(Thus, the term "NL group" will be used in reference to Ellis Weismer's study to 

refer to agemates in the cognitive-matched comparison group.) 

In the verbal condition, although both language groups were more likely to 

recognize true premises than true inferences, the NL group's level of correct 

responses to both true premises and true inferences was significantly higher than 

that of the LI group. Both language groups were quite accurate in rejecting false 

foils. In the pictorial condition, significant differences were not found between the 

two language groups in their recognition of true premises. In fact, recognition of 

premise information increased in the pictorial condition for the LI group relative to 

the verbal ~ondition. Nevertheless, extraction of inferences by the LI group was 

even more impaired in the pictorial condition than it was in the verbal condition in 

spite of improved recognition of true premise information. 
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Conditional probability analyses indicated that the reduction in inference 

extraction by the LI group could not be accounted for by poor recognition of 

premise items contained in the stories. Findings revealed that "even when 

language-disordered subjects encoded and remembered the relevant premise 

information, they were significantly less likely to construct the appropriate 

inferences" than age-matched controls (p. 181). In fact, conditional analyses 

suggested that, relative to the NL group, the LI group's recognition of a given 

premise condition in the verbal condition was dissociated from recognition of its 

related inference, and that the degree of dissociation was greater in the pictorial 

than in the verbal condition. Thus, because memory for premise information did 

not account for deficits in inference recognition, and because the deficit occurred 

in a nonverbal (pictorial) as well as a verbal condition, Ellis Weismer concluded 

that these deficits reflected nonlinguistic, cognitive deficits in inferential reasoning. 

However, it is important to note that, relative to the verbal condition, the 

increase in the LI group's recognition of premise information in the pictorial 

condition was accompanied by a decrease in inference recognition. Apparently, 

when memory for premises is increased or strengthened (through picture 

presentation in this case), it is not necessarily the case that recognition of 

inferences will also be increased. In fact, results from the conditional probability 

analyses of the LI group's responses indicated that the likelihood of recognizing an 
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inference in the pictorial condition (given memory for its respective premise) was 

significantly less than the same likelihood in the verbal condition. Such findings 

not only suggest that remembering the premise failed to facilitate recognition of the 

inference, but that remembering the premise may actually have interfered with 

recognizing the inference. Brainerd and Reyna (in press-a) found similar 

interference effects with picture versus verbal stories in groups of NL children 

developing language normally. 

In considering Ellis Weismer's (1985) study, Crais and Chapman (1987) 

suggested that the novel terms and occasional implausibility involved in false 

recognition questions may have influenced children's responses. Specifically, they 

suggested that children in the LI group may have rejected the false items because 

such items contained novel words or were implausible rather than because they 

were false. Moreover, because true premises and inferences contained words that 

had been presented in the passage itself, their affirmative recognition may have 

been due to lexical familiarity rather than meaning. The suggestion that familiarity 

with surface forms rather than meaning may elicit recognition of true inferences 

was also made by researchers interpreting inference recognition by younger, NL 

groups of children (e.g., Liben & Posnansky, 1977; Small & Butterworth, 1981). 

To test the familiarity hypothesis, Crais and Chapman (1987) used a 

comprehension paradigm in which none of the recognition questions contained 

- - ----- --------------------------------
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words that had been used in the stories themselves. They used this paradigm with 

9- to lO-year-old children in an LI group and two NL comparison groups made up 

of age- and language-matched children. The paradigm involved short stories 

followed by recognition questions that asked about true premise information that 

had been stated, true inferences that could be extracted across premises, and false 

foils. All false foils were plausible. 

As in Ellis Weismer (1985), they found that children in both groups were more 

accurate in recognizing premises than inferences. However, unlike Ellis Weismer, 

the most characteristic error of the LI group was not in differentiating inferences 

from premises, but in differentiating true sentences (both premises and inferences) 

from false ones. (Differentiating true from false sentences was not a problem for 

age-matched children in the NL group.) As a result, the authors suggested that 

overall comprehension deficits (i.e., lack of passage understanding) as much as 

deficits in inference extraction (i.e., lack of inferential reasoning) were 

contributing to the responses of LI children. Such findings suggest that a) gist

extraction deficits may not be restricted to inferences, and b) familiarity with 

wording should be controlled for in experimental stimuli. 

Bishop and Adams (1992) also investigated memory for and understanding of 

information contained in true premises and true inferences by 8- to 12-year-old 

children in an LI group and 5- to 12-year-old children in a comparison NL group. 

~---------- ------- ---
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Similar to Ellis Weismer (1985), stories were presented in both verbal and pictorial 

conditions. However, unlike Ellis Weismer's task, auditory comprehension 

questions about passage meaning were asked that required detailed (not just "yes" 

or "no") answers. In further contrast, auditory questions followed picture as well 

as verbal stories. 

As in Ellis Weismer, findings indicated that children in both groups were more 

likely to provide correct responses to questions about premises than inferences. 

Levels of correct responses to each type of information by the LI group were 

significantly lower than those by the NL group. However, unlike Ellis Weismer, 

this pattern of responses was obtained from each group in the picture as well as the 

verbal condition. In other words, the LI group was not significantly poorer at 

answering inference questions in the picture than in the verbal condition. Bishop 

and Adams concluded from these findings that the LI group of children was 

impaired in constructing an integrated representation from a sequence of 

propositions, even when these propositions are presented nonverbally. They 

speculated that children in the LI group may be less able to impose structure on a 

passage than the NL group, resulting in poorer memory for and understanding of 

both literal and inferential aspects of passage comprehension. 

In summary, the range of deficits observed in LI groups of children across 

these studies is broad, ranging from memory for verbatim information itself to the 
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extraction of various levels of gist (e.g., propositional gist of passage premises, 

inferential gist, and overall gist of passage meaning). To date, such deficits have 

been studied individually. However, recent studies of children's sensitivity to 

information along a verbatim-to-gist continuum by Brainerd and Reyna (e.g., 1990, 

in press-b) and Reyna and Kiernan (in press) suggest that a broader, more inclusive 

investigation of these deficits would be informative. By probing the sensitivity of 

LI children to verbatim details and gist-levels of meaning in verbal information, 

the relative magnitude of a given deficit relative to others can be evaluated. In 

addition, the influence of factors proposed to account for these deficits (memory 

limitations, inferential reasoning deficits, and interference effects) can be 

considered. 

Brainerd and Reyna's research into the nature and interrelationship of various 

points along this continuum has led to the conceptual framework of fuzzy-trace 

theory (See Brainerd & Reyna, 1990, in press-b for reviews). The breadth of 

research involved in articulating the data base for this theory has led to very 

precise and reliable predictions about children's sensitivity to verbatim- and gist

level information. In order to extend this research to include the sensitivity of LI 

groups of children to information along a verbatim-to-gist continuum, the 

theoretical perspective of fuzzy-trace theory has been taken in the present study to 

guide the development of both methodology and hypotheses. A brief review of the 

- --------- --- -------- - -------
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theoretical tenets that are germane to this investigation are presented below. 

Fuzzy-trace theory 

As a new metaphor for cognitive processing, fuzzy-trace theory (e.g., Brainerd 

& Reyna, 1990, 1992, in press-b; Reyna & Brainerd, 1991a,b, 1992) proposes that 

memory for information is represented on a continuum with the specific verbatim 

details at one end and increasingly less precise levels of gist at the other. When 

informational inputs are initially encountered, a person simultaneously encodes 

information across the continuum creating a graded hierarchy among the various 

levels of representations. Thus, if specific information such as "there are 10 cows 

and 15 horses" is presented to a subject, he or she will also encode ordinal levels 

of information such as "there are more horses Ulan cows," and nominal level 

information such as "they are all animals." In this fashion, multiple levels of 

information are simultaneously encoded and stored in memory. 

An important assumption of fuzzy-trace theory is that verbatim- and gist-level 

information coexist as independent memory representations, and can be retrieved 

independently. In this respect, fuzzy-trace theory differs from standard theories of 

memory. On the one hand, the assumption of independent memory systems is 

contrary to the assumption of "schema" theories (e.g., Bartlett, 1932; Bransford, 

Barclay, & Franks, 1972; Bransford & Johnson, 1972, 1973) that memory is 

constructive (i.e., memory for verbatim levels of information is lost almost 
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immediately; memories retained over time are (re)constructed from meaning). 

From a schema perspective, memory is dependent on gist extraction. On the other 

hand, the assumption of independence is contrary to theories that posit a necessary 

dependence between verbatim details and the ability to reason with them (i.e., 

theories that posit that verbatim details must be remembered in order to extract 

associated gist [e.g., Bryant & Trabasso, 1971; Smedslund, 1969]). From a 

necessity position, gist extraction is dependent on accurate verbatim memory. 

Fuzzy-trace theory's claim that verbatim and gist representations are 

independent of one another is based on empirical as well as statistical evidence. 

(See Brainerd & Reyna, 1990, 1992 for reviews.) For example, Brainerd and 

Kingma (1984) demonstrated that reasoning with gist can successfully occur even 

when verbatim memory for related facts is not available. In addition, Brainerd and 

Reyna (1993) demonstrated that experimental manipulations that increased memory 

for factual, verbatim-level information did not necessarily improve reasoning with 

these facts. In fact, across their experimental studies, verbatim memory and gist 

extraction were found to be statistically independent of one another. There is also 

evidence from animal preparations that separate neurological structures are 

associated with memory for sets and patterns (gist) and with memory for the 

specific details (verbatim) of informational input (Granger & McNulty, 1986; 

Staubli, Ivy, & Lynch, 1984). 
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One of the advantages of simultaneous and independent processing is that 

multiple levels of information can be encoded from the outset. Moreover, 

subsequent retrieval of gist-level information can occur without having to retrieve 

the verbatim information with which it was originally associated. This is fortunate 

given that verbatim details are harder to remember than gist-level meaning. 

However, one of the disadvantages of simultaneous processing is that encoding of 

information at one level of the verbatim-to-gist continuum may interfere with 

encoding at another (e.g., Brainerd & Reyna, 1993; Reyna, in press; Reyna & 

Brainerd, 1989). 

Fuzzy-trace theory also predicts that the relative availability of verbatim 

memory differs from that of gist. Specifically, whether verbatim- or gist-level 

representations are accessible is largely a function of differing susceptibility of 

each type of trace to the processes of forgetting. Thus, the time at which memory 

for information is tested will be influential in determining the type of information 

that is most likely to be retrieved. If memory for information is tested shortly 

after its original presentation, verbatim details are usually available; however, after 

a delay, it is the gist-level patterns and meaning that tend to endure. Therefore, 

retrieval of information at different levels on the verbatim-to-gist continuum is 

often associated with the time at which the various memory systems are 

interrogated. Within this general time constraint, other factors such as degree of 

- ---------------------------
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specificity required by the task, perceptual format of the information, and subject 

characteristics such as age and experience also influence retrieval (e.g., Brainerd & 

Reyna, in press-a; Brainerd, Reyna, Howe, & Kingma, 1990; Reyna, 1991; Reyna, 

1992; Reyna & Brainerd, 1991a,b; Reyna & Kiernan, in press). 

Finally, fuzzy-trace theory proposes that it is the ability to extract gist rather 

than the ability to remember verbatim information that develops with age and 

maturity. Therefore, as children increase their reliance on extracted gist, their 

problem solving and reasoning skills will show predictable changes in accuracy. 

Such changes are associated with the advantages conferred by relying on extracted 

gist rather than on verbatim memory. For example, reliance on richly detailed 

verbatim information is memorially unreliable, and fades rapidly with the passing 

of time (Jarvella, 1971; Sachs, 1967). It is also less likely to be encoded in the first 

place (e.g., Bransford & Franks, 1971). And, even when all cues are encoded, 

gist-level representations are more likely to be retrieved because they respond to a 

broader range of input as retrieval cues. Overall, reliance on verbatim 

representations appears to be associated with increased complexity and processing 

time (Reder, 1982), along with increased probability of processing failure through 

either memory decay or restricted accessibility. Consequently, reliance on 

verbatim details is more prone to error and interference than cognitive reliance on 

gist-level patterns in the information. 
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In summary, the conceptual framework of fuzzy-trace theory provides both 

empirical and theoretical bases for making predictions about children's sensitivity 

to verbatim- and gist-level information in verbal material. Indeed, its call to study 

problems of gist extraction within the broader context of sensitivity to multiple 

levels of information along a verbatim-to-gist continuum offers direction for the 

development of both hypothetical predictions and stimuli, and was so used in the 

present investigation. 

The Nature of the Problem 

Research has provided converging evidence that groups of LI children 

demonstrate deficits in gist extraction relative to groups of NL age mates. Thus 

far, several accounts have been proposed as contributing to the deficit. One 

account suggests that memory limitations may restrict gist extraction (Graybeal, 

1981). Thus, difficulties in either encoding, storing, retaining, or retrieving the 

information presented (in verbal or nonverbal form) may be contributing to deficits 

in recognizing gist. Such an interpretation runs parallel to conclusions drawn in 

recent studies that have found deficits in short-term memory (e.g., Kirchner & 

Klatzky, 1985; Sininger, Klatzky, & Kirchner, 1989) and phonological memory 

(e.g., Gathercole & Baddeley, 1990) in LI groups of children. 

Another account that has been proposed for gist-extraction deficits involves the 

cognitive ability to reason logically. As Ellis Weismer (1985) suggested, LI groups 



of children may be less sensitive to inferential gist than NL groups because they 

fail to reasoning effectively with premise information that they do, in fact, 

remember. Deficits in constructing integrated representations that would aid 

memory and reasoning (Bishop & Adams, 1992) constitute a related possibility. 
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Interference may also account for reduced recognition of gist-level information. 

For example, a focus on the details of presented premises may interfere with the 

LI group's ability to extract inferential gist. Such a possibility is consistent with 

reduced inference recognition (in the presence of increased recognition of 

premises) in the pictorial condition of Ellis Weismer's (1985) study of children with 

impaired language skills, and from Brainerd and Reyna's (1993) study with 

children developing language normally. That inference extraction in these studies 

was reduced in one task condition over another suggests that deficits observed are 

modifiable, and are affected by the demands of the task in which inferential gist 

extraction is required. Such modifiability contrasts with memory and reasoning 

deficits that are more static in nature. 

A final consideration is that lexical familiarity rather than meaning may serve 

as a response cue and mask underlying problems with passage comprehension as 

well as inferential reasoning. Thus, children in LI groups may remember premise 

sentences and premise wording through verbatim memory processes, and extract 

less meaning than their responses would indicate. 
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Purpose Statement and Hypotheses 

The purpose of the present study was to investigate the aforementioned 

accounts (i.e., memory limitations, inferential reasoning deficits, task-related 

interference) that have been proposed for the gist-extraction deficits observed in LI 

groups of children. The study controlled for and assessed the possibility that the 

LI group relies on familiar wording rather than on meaning to answer questions 

about both premises and inferences associated with verbal passages. The 

conceptual framework of fuzzy-trace theory (Brainerd & Reyna, 1990; Reyna & 

Brainerd, 1990) was used to predict memory performance for information along a 

verbatim-to-gist continuum. 

In order to separate the effects of verbatim memory from gist extraction, two 

experiments were conducted. These experiments differed only in the instructions 

that were given to the children. One set of instructions asked a group of children 

to focus on the meaning of each passage and subsequently answer questions about 

the truth value of recognition questions. Because these instructions focused on 

children's comprehension of passage meaning, this experiment is said to employ a 

comprehension paradigm. Another set of instructions asked a different group of 

children to focus on the verbatim wording of passages, and subsequently verify 

whether recognition sentences had been presented or not. Because these 

instructions focused on memory for exact sentence wording, this experiment is said 
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to employ a sentence-verification paradigm. Both experiments utilized the same 

passages (spatial, comparative), recognition items (true and false premises, 

paraphrases, and inferences), retention intervals (immediate, delayed), and picture 

conditions (auditory presentation of words with pictures [picture condition], 

auditory presentation of words without pictures [no-picture condition]). 

Experiment 1 utilized the comprehension paradigm to assess children's ability 

to recognize information that was either true or false of passage meaning. It was 

expected that the LI group would demonstrate poorer recognition of gist-level 

information relative to children in the NL group, and relative to their own memory 

for verbatim-level information contained in presented premises. The dependent 

variable was the children's affirmative ("yes") recognition responses to six types of 

sentences that comprised the independent variables (true premises, true 

paraphrases, true inferences, false premises, false paraphrases, false inferences). 

It was expected that if reductions in gist extraction are accounted for by 

memory deficits, a) the LI group's recognition of presented premises as well as 

gist-level items would be significantly reduced relative to the NL group at 

immediate testing, and b) the LI group's recognition of these item types would be 

more reduced than that of the NL group following a one-week delay. (In addition, 

it was expected that memory deficits would also be observed on the verbatim 

memory task of Experiment 2 in which children were asked to focus on verbatim 
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form.) Pre-planned comparisons of means associated each language group's 

immediate and delayed recognition of each independent variable were developed to 

test the memory hypothesis. 

If reductions in gist extraction are accounted for by limitations in inferential 

reasoning, the LI group's recognition of true premises as well as true paraphrases 

of premises should be significantly better than its recognition of true inferences. In 

addition, recognizing the meaning of true premises should be independent, 

stochastically, of recognizing the meaning of associated inferences (as determined 

by conditional probability analyses). Findings of independence should contrast 

with positive stochastic dependencies of the NL group's recognition of all true 

items based on overall passage meaning. Pre-planned comparisons of true 

premises, true paraphrases, and true inferences by each language group were 

developed to address the inferential-reasoning hypothesis. 

If reductions in inferential gist extraction are accounted for by task-related 

interference, the LI group's recognition of true inferences should be modified by 

the addition of pictures to the original passage presentation. Pictures were 

intended to focus the children's attention on premise details and thereby strengthen 

premise recognition. If increased recognition of true premises interferes with 

recognition of true inferences, the picture condition should be associated with an 

increase in premise recognition and a decrease in inference recognition. Such 
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interference effects should also be associated with negative stochastic dependencies 

(Le., recognition of true premises should be inversely related to recognition of the 

true inferences). Pre-planned comparisons of means associated with each group's 

recognition of true premises and true inferences in the picture and no-picture 

condition were developed to address the interference hypothesis. Comparisons are 

also planned for the other independent variables in each picture condition to 

determine whether strengthened recognition of true premises interferes with 

recognition responses to other sentence types such as true paraphrases. 

If the LI group answers recognition questions based on lexical familiarity 

rather than meaning, the LI group should respond affirmatively to recognition 

items that contain familiar rather than novel words, even if the recognition items 

are false. Further, recognition based on familiar wording should decrease 

significantly over a delay relative to recognition based on meaning. Finally, if 

familiarity is an important response cue for the LI group, preferential responses to 

familiar wording should occur in spatial as well as comparative stories. Previous 

research (Reyna & Kiernan, in press) has indicated that NL groups of children 

respond preferentially to familiar words in comparative but not in spatial stories, 

even for young children (5-6 years). Pre-planned comparisons of responses by 

each language group to sentence types that contain familiar words (true premises, 

true inferences, false paraphrases) versus novel words (true paraphrases, false 
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premises, false inferences) in both the immediate and delayed conditions of spatial 

and comparative stories have been developed to address the contribution of 

familiarity. 

Experiment 2 utilized the sentence-verification paradigm to assess children's 

ability to remember presented premises and to differentiate them from 

nonpresented sentences. The dependent and independent variables were the same 

as in Experiment 1. Based on previous research with NL groups of children 

(Reyna & Kiernan, in press), the NL group is expected to accurately make this 

differentiation at immediate testing. However, some "gist intrusions" (greater 

erroneous recognition of nonpresented true sentences than false sentences) are also 

expected to be present. 

If the LI group has memory limitations, their memory for presented premises 

should be significantly lower than that of the NL group in the immediate condition. 

In addition, significantly more forgetting of premises should occur in the LI group 

relative to the NL group over a delay. Pre-planned comparisons of both language 

group's recognition responses to the independent variables in both the immediate 

and delayed condition were developed to address the memory hypothesis. 

If the LI group has inferential reasoning deficits, "gist intrusions" associated 

with true inferences should be significantly lower for the LI than the NL group. 

Moreover, "gist intrusions" by the LI group that are associated with true inferences 



should be significantly lower than their own "gist intrusions" associated with true 

paraphrases of the premise. Pre-planned comparisons of responses to true 

paraphrases and true inferences by both language groups relative to responses to 

false foils were developed to address the inferential reasoning hypothesis. 
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Finally, if the LI group relies on lexical familiarity to answer recognition 

questions, it should be particularly apparent in this verbatim memory condition. 

Specifically, erroneous recognition of nonpresented sentences with familiar words 

should be significantly higher for those items that contain familiar words than for 

those that contain novel words. This erroneous recognition should increase over a 

delay. Pre-planned comparisons of both group's recognition of sentence types that 

contain familiar words (true premises, true inferences, false paraphrases) versus 

novel words (true paraphrases, false premises, false paraphrases) in both the 

immediate and delayed conditions were developed to address the familiarity 

hypothesis. 

In summary, these two experiments provide a broader scope of inquiry into 

gist-extraction deficits of LI groups of children than has previously been available. 

The use of specifically designed instructions and experimental materials, as well as 

immediate and delayed recognition intervals, permit a thorough test of each of the 

accounts proposed to explain the reported gist-extraction deficits. 
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CHAPTER II 

Experiment 1 

Method 

Thirty-two children between the ages of 8 years 0 months (8;0 years) and 
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10; 11 years enrolled in public elementary schools in the Tucson area participated 

in this experiment. Half were children with impaired language skills (LI group); 

half were children developing language normally (NL group). Children in the LI 

group were required to have: a) a clinical diagnosis of language impairment by a 

speech-language pathologist, b) normal hearing as screened immediately prior to 

experimental participation; c) nonverbal IQ within normal limits as reported in 

school records; d) overall language scores of at least 1.5 standard deviations (SDs) 

below the mean on the Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals - Revised 

(CELF-R) (Semel, Wiig, & Secord, 1987); e) no record of additional-disabilities of 

an acquired or developmental nature, other than articulation errors. Children who 

had been developing normally and had regressed in language skills because of a 

neurological insult or for unknown reasons were not included in the study. 

A comparison group was formed (NL group) by matching each child in the LI 

group with a child developing language normally on the basis of age (+/- 3 

months), gender, and school enrollment. Each child in the NL group also had a) 
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teacher report of normal language development and adequate school performance; 

b) normal hearing as screened immediately prior to experiment; and c) no disability 

of an acquired or developmental nature as documented by teacher report. 

Initially, there were 16 children in each language group. However, one child 

in the LI group was subsequently eliminated (along with match in NL group) due 

to an erroneous report of low CELF-R scores. Therefore, 15 children in the LI 

group (mean CA = 9.8 years; 9 boys, 6 girls) and 15 in the NL group (mean CA 

= 9.8 years; 9 boys, 6 girls) participated in Experiment 1. Table 1 provides 

CELF-R and psychological test (WISC-R or WISC III) results for children in the 

LI group, along with information about age and gender. IQ scores were not 

available for every child because such testing was only required by participating 

school districts if a child failed a learning-disability screening. Children without 

IQ scores had passed this screening and were, therefore, reported by the school 

districts to have or to be considered to have nonverbal IQs within normal limits. 

Children who spoke second languages in addition to English were also included 

in this experiment provided that a) bilingual testing during language evaluations 

had determined that the child was as proficient in English as he or she was in the 

second language, and b) English was the sole language used by the teacher in the 

classroom and the speech-language pathologist in therapy. Each language group 

contained five children who spoke or signed a language in addition to English. 

-- ------._---------------------
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Subsequent analyses indicated that the presence or absence of a second language 

was not associated with statistically significant changes in responses patterns. 

When analyses were conducted without the responses of bilingual students, 

statistical outcomes remained unaltered2
• 

Table 1 

Subject information for children in LI groun 

SUBJECT GENDER AGE CELF·R CELF·R CELF·R IQ IQ 
(MOS) (EXP) (REC) (Overall) (V) (P) 

01 M 106 64 74 67 68 98 
02 M 124 76 70 71 108 117 
03 M 129 67 74 69 73 93 
04 F 112 73 67 69 
05 M 129 73 74 72 79 105 
06 F 112 76 83 77 85 108 
07 F 130 78 78 76 84 101 
08 M 105 72 78 73 
09 M 119 84 76 78 77 81 
10 M 117 80 76 76 
11 F 103 70 83 74 
12 M 107 67 83 73 70 91 
13 F 122 67 72 67 
14 F 122 67 83 73 
15 M 118 73 80 75 85 101 

Teachers were also asked to rate each child's oral language skills using the 

Loban Oral language Scale (Loban. 1961). Significant differences in the total 

mean ratings (t(14) = 17.75, P < .01) supported the placement of children in their 

respective language groups. Appendix A provides a copy of the rating instrument. 

Appendix J details mean teacher ratings for children in each language group. 

2"fhis is not surprising given that all children had demonstrated thorough understanding of task prior 
to the initiation of the experimental phase of the study. In addition. each of these children achieved 
100% on a test of vocabulary items used in experimental stories and questions. 
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Stimuli 

Acguisition passages 

Sixteen acquisition passages were read aloud to the children. Eight of the 

passages were selected from those that had been developed by Paris and Carter 

(1973), and adapted by Liben and Posnansky (1977) and by Reyna and Kiernan (in 

press). These are referred to as "old" passages. Eight additional passages were 

developed for this study using the same format; they are referred to as "new" 

passages. Half of each set of "old" and "new" passages involves spatial 

relationships, and half comparative relationships. See Appendix B for text of "old" 

and "new" passages. 

The lexical items and syntactic complexity of the "old" passages had originally 

been designed for use with children as young as five years of age (Paris & Carter, 

1973), with lexical items in all stories typical of those found in the vocabularies of 

kindergarten children (Murphy, 1957). Passages contained only active, declarative 

sentences, the longest of which was nine words. Three speech-language 

pathologists reviewed both sets of passages and independently judged that neither 

vocabulary nor linguistic structure were beyond the linguistic abilities of 8- to 10-

year-old children with impaired language skills. 

In the spatial passages, pairs of objects are described in terms of their spatial 

relationship to one another. Locative prepositions such as "in" or "under" 
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establish the relationship between any given pair of objects in a premise statement. 

For exatpple, the premise statements, "The toothpaste is in the bowl" and "The 

bowl is under the sink" specify the relative locations of the toothpaste and the bowl 

in the first sentence, and of the bowl and the sink in the second, thereby permitting 

a logical inference about the relative location of the toothpaste and the sink. Thus, 

although there is no explicit statement that "the toothpaste is under the sink", such 

a relationship can be logically inferred. 

In comparative passages, pairs of animate or inanimate objects are described in 

terms of their relative size, height, age, quickness, length, weight, or temperature. 

Comparative adjectives such as "fatter" are used to establish the relationship of any 

given pair in a premise statement. For example, the premise statements "The bus 

driver is fatter than the painter" and "The painter is fatter than the farmer" depict 

the relative fatness of the bus driver and the painter in one premise and the painter 

and the farmer in another, permitting a logical inference about the relative size of 

the bus driver and the farmer. Thus, although there is no explicit statement that 

"The bus driver is fatter than the farmer," such a relationship can be logically 

inferred. 

Each passage had two pen and ink companion pictures that were drawn on 7" 

X 7" white cardboard for this study. Pictures depicted the relationships specified 

in the passage sentences, but were not visible concurrently. See Appendix C for 
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an example of the pictures that accompanied a spatial passage. 

Recognition Questions 

There were eight recognition questions for each acquisition passage. Three of 

the questions referred to information explicitly presented in the passage sentences 

(2 true premises; 1 filler) and five referred to true and false conclusions that were 

not explicitly stated in the passage (l true paraphrase, I true inference, and 3 false 

foils). 

Table 2 provides an example of an acquisition passage and its recognition 

questions. Recognition questions provided children with opportunities to respond 

to information about premises, paraphrases of premises, and logical inferences 

associated with the acquisition passages. In addition to asking questions about 

information that was true or false of the story, each recognition item contained 

either familiar or novel relational terms. Thus, in the sample story in Table 2, 

questions containing "inside" or "under" preserved the relational term of the story; 

questions containing "above" introduced a novel term. 

Recognition questions in each set were created to serve as controls for one 

another. Thus, comparisons of responses to true premises (TP) and the true 

paraphrase (TPara) permitted an evaluation of whether the meaning of passage 

premises was recognized even when wording was changed. In addition, 

comparisons of responses to the true inference (TI) and the true paraphrase (TPara) 
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questions permitted an evaluation of whether logical inferences were recognized as 

well as the premises when wording was altered from its original form. Finally, 

responses to false foils (FP, FPara, FI) permitted an evaluation of the contribution 

that familiarity of surface forms of premise sentences made to recognition 

judgments. For example, although the false paraphrase (FPara) contained familiar 

Table 2 

Sample stimuli for Experiment 1 

True premise 
True premise 
True filler 

True pamphrase 
True inference 
False premise 
False pamphrase 
False inference 

Agguisition passage 

The bird is inside the cage. (Premise) 
The cage is under the table. (Premise) 
The bird has beautiful feathers. (Filler) 

Recognition questions 

(TPl) 
(TP2) 
(Filler) 

(TPam) 
(TI) 
(FP) 
(FPam) 
(FI) 

Was the bird inside the cage? 
Was the cage under the table? 
Did the bird have beautiful feathers? 

Was the table above the cage? 
Was the bird under the table? 
Was the bird above the cage? 
Was the table under the cage? 
Was the bird above the table? 

Note. Underlined terms are unfamiliar; they do not appear in acquisition passage. 

words from passage premises (e.g., "Was the table under the cage"), it violated 

passage meaning (e.g., that the cage was under the table). The false premise (FP) 

and false inference (FI) also violated passage meaning and, in addition, contained 

novel relational terms (e.g., "Was the bird above the table). If familiarity of 



premise wording is cuing recognition responses, children should erroneously 

recognize the false paraphrase (FPara) more than either the false premise (FP) or 

false inference (FI). 

Procedures 

Experimenters 

Six experimental assistants were trained to administer the experimental 
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passages and questions, the "Making Inferences" subtest of the Test of Language 

Competence ITLe) (Wiig & Secord, 1985), and a picture-pointing vocabulary 

measure that tested the children's understanding of relational terms (e.g., "under") 

used in this experiment. Extensive training of experimental assistants was provided 

in order to standardize presentation of stimuli and thereby minimize inter

experimenter variability. Point-to-point scoring reliability (McReynolds & Kearns, 

1983), based on the double scoring of 10% of the sessions, indicated that a high 

interjudge scoring agreement (99%) was achieved. All of the assistants were 

seniors or graduate students in the Department of Speech and Hearing Sciences at 

the University of Arizona. Each worked with approximately six children in each 

language group across experimental sessions, and with a few exceptions, worked 

with both members of a pair. Each child was seen individually in a quiet room of 

the school for three 30-minute sessions at 7-day intervals. 



Experimental task 

An immediate and delayed comprehension paradigm was employed to test 

children's recognition of information that was either presented or could be 

extracted from the short acquisition passages that were read to them. As in 

previous studies (e.g., Paris & Carter, 1973), the acquisition passages were 

referred to as "stories" in order to engage the children's interest and draw their 

attention to the related nature of the information. The term 'story' will be used 

hereafter to refer to these passages. 
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During the first session, each child was told that the researcher was interested 

in finding out how children remember information that was read to them in short 

stories. After a hearing screening, each was given instructions about the 

experimental task followed by practice items that included feedback about response 

accuracy. The children's task was to differentiate between true and false 

information in recognition questions that were asked about each story. Each was 

instructed to say "yes" if the answer to a question was true and "no" if it was not. 

It was emphasized that he or she should say "yes" to all true information, even if 

the information had not been stated in exactly the same way in the story (see 

Appendix D for the complete instructions presented to the child). If answers to 

practice items were not correctly answered, instructions were repeated and a 

second practice story was presented. Correct answers to at least two of three 
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practice questions, including a true inference, was accepted as an indication that 

the instructions were understood. If responses to the second practice story did not 

meet this criterion, the story was read again to the child using cutout figures to 

illustrate the relationships established. Following this presentation, practice 

questions were again asked. All children demonstrated understanding of the task at 

this point in the session. 

After each child demonstrated that the instructions were understood, the first 

story was presented followed by its associated recognition questions. The second 

story and its recognition questions were presented next. The experimental assistant 

continued to read stories and ask recognition questions until all eight experimental 

tasks had been completed. The order of the stories as well as the order of the 

recognition questions were randomized. Each response was followed by the move

on remark "okay," which was intended to be encouraging; no feedback regarding 

response accuracy was provided. 

Thus, during the first experimental session, eight stories and their 

corresponding recognition questions were read to each child; four involving spatial 

and four involving comparative relationships. Half of the stories were "old", and 

half were "new." In addition, half of the children saw pictures with the stories, 

and half heard the stories in words only. 

There were two pictures for each story; one for each of the premise sentences. 
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There was no picture for the filler. When pictures accompanied the story 

passages, the experimental assistant pointed to the figures in the pictures that 

depicted the elements in a sentence at the same time as those elements were 

mentioned in the story. A picture was shown to a child only during the reading of 

the appropriate premise sentence. As soon as the sentence was read, the picture 

was removed. Pictures were used with half of the stories to increase the focus on 

the details of story premises and observe the impact such an increase had on the 

children's recognition of story meaning. 

During the second session, 7 days later, the experimental assistants again 

worked individually with each child for approximately 30 minutes. The first part 

of this session was a check of the child's retention of the stories presented the 

previous week. Each was told that the same questions that had been asked the 

previous week would be asked again, but that this time stories would not be read. 

Recognition questions were asked in randomized order about one story at a time. 

The order in which stories were questioned was also randomized. After this 

retention check, instructions and a practice story were repeated, and a second set 

of eight stories, together with their respective recognition questions, was read to 

each child. 

During the third and final session, 7 days later, a retention check of the 

stories from the previous week was administered, as described for the second 
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session. Next, the "Making Inferences" sub test of the aLC) (Wiig & Secord, 

1985) and the picture-pointing vocabulary measure developed for this study were 

administered. Performance on this vocabulary measure was 100% for all but one 

child who missed one item ("in front of") which indicates that all of these children 

were familiar with the meaning of the relational terms used in the stories. 

Counterbalancing and timing 

On any given day, the sequence of "old" or "new" stories, and whether or not 

pictures were presented, was determined by counterbalancing using a latin square 

design. This design was used to control for order effects associated with being 

either first or last in experimental presentation. Initial presentations of a set of 

stories and recognition questions, which usually took 10-15 minutes, were referred 

to as the immediate condition. The retention check one week later, usually 

requiring 10 minutes, was referred to as the delayed condition. Stickers were 

presented as rewards to the children following each session. 

Design 

A mixed-factorial design with repeated measures was employed. There were 

two between- and five within-group factors. The between-group variable were 

language group and age. Age was included as an explicit factor to account for the 

variability in performance associated with the three-year age range involved (8;0 -

10; 11 years), and to increase the power of the statistical tests. The ages of all 
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children fell within what developmental researchers usually consider to be groups 

of "older" children. The within-subject variables were time of test , story type, 

sentence type, truth, and pictures. Table 3 summarizes the factors and levels 

involved in this experiment. 

Table 3 

Factors and levels involved in mixed-factorial design 

Factor Levels 
Number Names 

Between-subject: 
Language Group (2) LI , NL 
Age (3) Eight, Nine, Ten 

Within-subject: 
Time of test (2) Immediate, Delay 
Story Type (2) Spatial, Comparative 
Sentence Type (3) Premise, Paraphrase, Inference 
Truth Value (2) True, False 
Pictures (2) Picture, No Picture 

The dependent variable in this experiment was the children's percentage of 

"yes" responses to the recognition items that followed each story. These 

recognition items constituted the independent variables in the experiment. A "yes" 

response served as an indication that the child "recognized" the information 

contained in the recognition question as true of the story's meaning. 

Consequently, when the term "recognize" is used it refers to a child ' s affirmative 

response (i.e. , "yes") to recognition items. 
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Three types of analyses were conducted. Analyses of variance (ANOY A) and 

covariance (ANCOY A) determined whether children in the LI and NL groups 

differed significantly in their recognition of gist-level information in short stories. 

Conditional probability analyses determined whether the two language groups 

differed in the stochastic dependencies of their responses to verbatim- and gist-level 

recognition items. Discriminant function analyses determined whether a child's 

performance on either the experimental task, an independent measure of inference 

extraction ("Making Inferences" subtest of the TLC), or both predicted language 

group. Results are reported with regard to the questions these analyses were 

designed to address. The first question considered whether children in the NL and 

LI groups differed significantly in their recognition of gist-level information 

relative to their recognition of verbatim-level information in short stories? 

Between- and Within-group Differences in Responses to Recognition Ouestions 

A mixed-factorial ANOV A was used to detect between- and within-group 

differences in responses to questions by children in LI and NL groups. Of 

particular interest was each group's relative ability to a) differentiate between true 

and false information (Le., say "yes" to true and "no" to false information), 

- - ----_ .. -----------------------
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regardless of whether sentences were premises, paraphrases, or inferences; b) 

retain information over time; c) recognize information in spatial and comparative 

relationships; and f) recognize information when pictures were_ used to illustrate 

premise information presented auditorily. 

Preliminary analyses of story comparability in "new" and "old" lists indicated 

that there were significant differences in responses to the truth value of spatial 

stories across lists (F(7,182); .mse = .09; p < .01). Student Neuman Keuls 

posthoc contrasts of means indicated that the locus of this difference could be 

attributed to one of the "new" spatial stories in which the truth value of its 

recognition questions was significantly less recognized than that of other stories 

Apparently, the truth values assigned to recognition questions by the researcher 

were at odds with most children's interpretations3
• Because both groups of 

children responded similarly to this story, it was considered a source of noise and 

eliminated4
• Therefore, the proportion of "yes" responses to each recognition 

sentence across the remaining 15 stories (7 spatial; 8 comparative) was tabulated 

3The situation in this story involved a pragmatic inference. Specifically, the story stated that "The 
butterfly was on the kite. The kite was in front of the picnic basket. The butterfly was very still." 
After hearing the story, and during recognition questions, both groups of children typically rejected the 
logical inference that the butterfly was also in front of the picnic basket. Several children even 
commented that the butterfly couldn't be in front of the basket because it was up in the air with the kite. 
Apparently, children have more experience with both kites and butterflies flying in the air than sitting 
on the ground in front of picnic baskel'i . 

4Statistical outcomes on subsequent ANOVAs were not, however, changed by this procedure as 
revealed by separate analyses conducted before and after story elimination. 
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and submitted to the mixed-factorial ANOVA with repeated measures that is 

reported below. Preliminary analyses also indicated that correct recognition of the 

filler was close to ceiling, and because there were no significant differences found 

between language groups, it was also eliminated from further analyses. 

In order to utilize a balanced factorial design, only one of the two premises 

presented during each acquisition story could be used in any given analysis. 

Preliminary analyses of responses to the first and second premise (TPl, TP2) 

indicated a significant interaction with language group. Specifically, although there 

were no significant differences found between the NL group's responses to either 

premise, pairwise comparison of means within the significant interaction of time X 

picture X premise X concept X language group (F(2,48) = 3.94; .mse =.055; p 

= .03) indicated that there were several conditions in which responses by children 

in the LI group to the first premise were significantly higher than their responses to 

the second. In addition, significant differences in responses of the LI and NL 

groups to true premises emerged on the second premise where none had been 

detected on the first. Nevertheless, separate ANOV As with each of the two 

premises provided similar statistical outcomes, with the most complex level of 

interaction with language group occurring with the first premise. Consequently, 

the following results are based on the ANOV A that used the first premise. 

Differences in recognition of the two premises will be reported separate} y below. 
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Mean differences reported in this analysis are significant at or beyond the p < .05 

level. 

Results of the ANDV A with first premise indicated that the main effects of 

time (F(1,24) = 5.03; .mse = .06; p = .03), truth (F(1,24) = 595.44; .mse = 

134.22; p < .01), and sentence type (F(2,48) = 24.06; .mse = .72; p < .01) 

were all significant. The main effect of pictures reached the p = .05 significance 

level (F(1,24) = 4.08;.mse = .12). These, in tum, interacted significantly at 

various levels with each other as well as with time, story type, and language 

group. However, all of these effects and interactions were ultimately constrained 

by a six-way interaction that involved language group X time X pictures X 

sentence type X truth X story type (F(2,48) = 3.67; .mse = .145; P = .03). 

Results are, therefore, described primarily in terms of this one interaction. See 

Appendix E for means and standard deviations involved. All pre-planned 

comparisons of means reported were evaluated by the Duncan Multiple Range Test 

(p < .05). 

Recognition responses to spatial stories 

Figure 1 depicts the immediate and delayed recognition responses for each 

language group in spatial stories presented without pictures. Recall that the 

dependent variable is the percentage of "yes" responses (Le., Percent Affirmative 

Response) to each of the six sentence types that constituted the independent 

- - ---~~------------------------
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variables. These sentence types are arranged along the horizontal axis of the 

figure with the true premise (fP) that children heard on the far left followed on the 

right first by other true sentences (fPara, TI) and then by false ones (FP, FPara, 

FI). The percent of "yes" responses by each language group is plotted for each of 

these six sentence types. In Experiment 1, "yes" responses to all true sentences 

are correct, and "yes" responses to all false sentences are errors. Accuracy of 

responses is thus associated with high levels of "yes" responses to true sentences 

and low levels of "yes" responses to false ones. 

In the immediate condition of these spatial stories, "yes" responses by children 

in both language groups occurred significantly more often on items that were true 

than those that were false. Between-group differences were found in the 

significantly greater number of "yes" responses by the NL group to true inferences 

(fI) and significantly fewer "yes" responses to false paraphrases (FPara) and false 

inferences (FI) relative to the LI group's responses. Differences between the NL 

and LI group's "yes" responses to true premises (fP), true paraphrases (fPara) , 

and false premise (FP) were not significant in the immediate condition. After a 

one-week delay (Figure Ib), "yes" responses by the NL group to the true 

paraphrase (fPara) as well as the true inference (fI), false paraphrase (FPara), and 

false inference (PI) were significantly more accurate than "yes" responses by the 

LI group to these same recognition sentences. 
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Significant differences were also found within each language group in terms of 

their "yes" responses to the true premise (TP), true paraphrase (TPara), and true 

inference (TI). Specifically, in the immediate condition, both the NL and LI 

groups were significantly more likely to say "yes" to the true premise (TP) than to 

either the true paraphrase (TPara) or the true inference (TI). There were, 

however, no significant differences found within either group's "yes" responses to 

true paraphrases (TPara) and true inferences (TI). Neither were there significant 

differences in either group's erroneous "yes" responses to false sentences. 

After a one-week delay, significantly greater numbers of "yes" responses to the 

true premise (TP) relative to the true paraphrase (TPara) or true inference (TI) 

were found only in the LI group's responses. The NL group's "yes" responses to 

true sentences, and both group's "yes" responses to false items were 

undifferentiated by sentence type. Comparisons of each group's mean level of 

"yes" responses across the one-week retention interval indicated that there were no 

significant changes in "yes" responses from the immediate to the delayed condition 

in either language group. 

Figure 2a depicts the immediate responses of these same LI and NL groups of 

children when they were read stories with pictures. As in the no-picture condition, 

all children made significantly more "yes" responses to true sentences than to false 

ones. However, when pictures were used, the percentage of "yes" responses of the 

---- -------- --- ------- - --------
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LI group to each of the six sentence types did not differ significantly from that of 

the NL group. And, as Figure 2b reveals, this pattern of responses was 

maintained following a seven-day delay. In addition, within-group comparison of 

mean-level responses to each sentence type across the retention interval indicated 

that, as in the no-picture condition, the percentage of "yes" responses in the 

immediate condition did not differ significantly from "yes" responses in the 

delayed condition for either group of children. 

Within-group comparison of means across the two picture conditions indicated 

that the presentation of pictures with spatial stories resulted in significant increases 

in the LI group's "yes" responses to true inferences (TI) and significant decreases 

in its "yes" responses to false paraphrases (FPara) and false inferences (FI) relative 

to the no-picture condition. The NL group did not differ in the percentage of 

"yes" responses to either true or false sentences as a function of picture condition. 

Recognition responses to comparative stories 

Figure 3 depicts responses of the LI and NL groups to recognition questions 

asked about comparative stories without pictures. In the immediate condition 

(Figure 3a), the frequency of "yes" responses by both groups was significantly 

higher for true items than for false ones. Nevertheless, significant between-group 

differences were detected in the NL group's greater number of "yes" responses to 

the true paraphrase (TPara), and fewer erroneous "yes" responses to the false 

- ----.- -----------------------



paraphrase (FPara) and false inference (FI) relative to the LI group's erroneous 

"yes" responses to the same items. 
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Although the percentage of "yes" responses was significantly higher in 

responses to true items than to false items by both language groups, the LI group's 

pattern of "yes" responses across the six sentence types differed from that of the 

NL group. In the immediate condition depicted in Figure 3a, there were no 

significant differences in the NL group's percentage of "yes" responses group to 

different sentence types within true or false sentences. This contrasted with the LI 

group's significant differences in the percentage of "yes" responses across sentence 

types. Specifically, children in the LI group responded correctly to true sentences 

containing familiar words (TP, TI) significantly more often than to true items 

containing novel words (TPara). They also made significantly more errors in 

responding to false sentences containing familiar words (FPara) than those 

containing novel ones (FP, FI). 

Figure 3b depicts the two group's responses to comparative stories following a 

one-week delay. Significant differences were again found in the LI group's 

responses to true sentences, with items containing familiar words (TP, TI) 

responded to correctly significantly more often than those containing novel words 

(TPara). The LI group's correct recognition of true paraphrases (TPara) also 

remained significantly lower than the NL group's recognition of the same items. 
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Unlike the immediate condition, there were no significant differences in the LI 

group's errors in responses to false items with familiar and novel words. 
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Although there was also a tendency for the NL group to recognize true items 

with familiar words (TP, TJ) more often than those with novel words (TPara) after 

a delay, these between-sentence-type differences were not statistically significant. 

However, the NL group did demonstrate significantly more erroneous "yes" 

responses to false paraphrases (FPara) with familiar wording relative to the two 

false items with novel wording (FP, FI). 

Figure 4 depicts the "yes" responses of children in the NL and LI groups to 

comparative stories with pictures. As with spatial stories, the addition of pictures 

to the presentation of comparative stories eliminated most significant differences 

between the responses of the two language groups. 

In the immediate condition depicted in Figure 4a, there were no significant 

between-group differences in "yes" responses to true sentences. However, the NL 

group was significantly less likely to respond correctly to the true paraphrase 

(TPara) which employs novel words, than to either the true premise (TP) or the 

true inference (TI) which uses familiar words. Although there were no between

group differences in "yes" responses to true sentences, the LI group again was 

significantly less accurate than the NL group in responding to both false premises 

(FP) and paraphrases (FPara). Significant differences were not found within either 
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group's "yes" responses to the different types of false sentences. 

Figure 4b depicts each group's responses after a one-week delay. In contrast 

to the immediate condition, significant differences were not found in the NL 

group's responses to true recognition items. However, the LI group had 

significantly more correct responses to true items having familiar (TP, TI) rather 

than novel words (TPara). Significant pairwise differences in responses to 

individual true items between the two language groups did not occur. 
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Although the NL group correctly rejected the false paraphrase (FPara) and 

false inference (FI) more often than the LI group, both groups erroneously 

recognized false paraphrases with familiar words (FPara) more often than false 

items with novel ones (FP, FI). For children in the LI group, this statistically 

significant difference was not found in their delayed responses to false recognition 

items without pictures. 

Thus, the use of pictures with comparative stories resulted in greater accuracy 

in the LI group's recognition of true items and rejection of most false ones relative 

to the no-picture condition, especially in the immediate condition. However, after 

a delay, responses by children in the LI group to statements about stories with 

pictures contained significantly more erroneous "yes" responses to false 

paraphrases (FPara) than to the other false sentences. Such errors did not increase 

in the picture condition relative to the no-picture condition, rather, erroneous 
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responses to items using novel words (FP, FI) decreased. Thus, responses of the 

LI group to statements about comparative stories with pictures reflected a pattern 

of errors in their responses to familiar and novel words in false sentences that is 

similar to the error pattern of the NL group. For the LI group, this pattern of 

errors in responses to false items occurred only in the picture condition. In 

contrast, children in the NL group responded erroneously to false sentences with 

familiar words following the delay in both picture and no-picture conditions. 

Retention of responses to recognition questions over a one-week delay 

Because retention of information over time is related to how much was 

acquired initially as well as how much was forgotten, an analysis of covariance 

(ANCOV A) was conducted to determine the extent to which the accuracy of 

responses in the delayed condition of each story type could be accounted for by 

their accuracy in the immediate condition. Findings from this analysis (which 

covaried responses for each sentence type in the immediate condition with 

responses following the one-week delay) indicated that the differences between the 

language groups in the previously reported six-way interaction were eliminated 

after adjusting for the response levels in the immediate condition. This finding 

indicates that differences between the two language groups were primarily 

associated with the acquisition rather than retention of information. 

Nevertheless, there continued to be significant overall differences in forgetting 

--------------------------- ---
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rates (i.e., reduction of correct responses over a delay) between story types when 

response means were collapsed across language group in the ANCOVA analysis 

(F(1,55) = 6.24, .mse = .36, P = .003). In spatial stories, both groups' 

percentage of correct responses to immediate questions did not differ from those to 

the same questions after a delay. This was not the case for comparative stories in 

which significant differences were found in the groups' responses after a week's 

delay even after being adjusted by the immediate condition's responses. 

Specifically, there was a significant decrease in response accuracy to true 

paraphrases (TPara) and false paraphrases (FPara) relative to other items. Thus, 

for both groups of children, statistically significant reductions in correct responses 

to comparative stories over a delay contrast with the lack of such reductions in 

spatial stories. 

Comparison of recognition responses to the first and second premise 

As mentioned earlier, an analysis of the first and second premises (TPl, TP2) 

indicated that there was a significant interaction involving time X pictures X 

premise X story type X language group (F(2,48) = 3.94; .mse =.055; p = .03). 

In the NL group, there were no significant differences in their responses to these 

two premises. In the LI group, correct responses to the second premise (TP2) 

were significantly lower than those to the first (TP) in half of the experimental 

conditions (immediate spatial, immediate comparative [without pictures]; immediate 
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spatial, delayed comparative [with pictures]). The percentage of correct responses 

to the second premise by the LI group was also significantly lower than that of the 

NL group to the same premise in three of the four no-picture conditions 

(immediate and delayed spatial, immediate comparative). Table 4 lists 

Table 4 

Means from first and second premises in spatial and comparative stories 

LI Group 
Story Condition Picture Condition No-picture Condition 

TPl TP2 TPl TP2 

Spatial (Im) 100 * 86 0 87 * 66 0 + 
Spatial (Del) 89 96 83 76 0 + 
Comparative (Im) 87 82 82 ... 71 0 + 
Comparative (Del) 82 * 58 0 69 60 0 

NL Group 

Spatial (Im) 100 100 98 93 
Spatial (Del) 98 91 93 93 
Comparative (Im) 99 94 94 88 
Comparative (Del) 80 84 78 71 + 

Note: * = significant within-group differences (p < .05) between TPl and TP2. 
o = significant between-group differences (p < .05) between premise in LI and NL group. 
+ = significant within-group increases (p < .05) in premise from no-picture to picture 

condition. 

the mean percentage of correct "yes" responses to the two premises in each of the 

experimental conditions. When pictures were used, the LI group's responses to the 

second premise increased significantly in the immediate and delayed condition of 

spatial stories, and the immediate condition of comparative stories. Children in the 

NL group also showed significant increases in correct responses to the second 
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premise in the delayed condition of comparative stories with pictures relative to the 

no-picture condition. 

Developmental interactions 

Age was included in the ANOV A to increase statistical precision, with 

numbers of children at anyone age level relatively small (four 8-year-olds; five 9-

year-olds; six lO-year-olds). Indeed, age was not a main effect, nor did it interact 

with the previously reported six-way interaction involving language group X time 

X pictures X truth X sentence type X story type. However, the five-way 

interaction of time X truth X story type X language group X age (F (2,24) = 5.54; 

.mse = .142; P = .03) indicates that there were differences across ages and 

language groups in responses that involved several variables. In the immediate 

condition, 8-year-old children in the NL group were significantly more likely than 

8-year-olds in the LI group to respond correctly to true spatial and comparative 

items and to comparative items that were false. After a delay, the 8-year-old NL 

group remained more likely than age mates in the LI group to respond correctl y to 

true spatial sentences and false comparative ones. For 9-year-old children, there 

were significant differences in the two groups' responses only during the delayed 

condition: the NL group was significantly more likely than the LI group to respond 

correctly to true items and to reject false ones in both spatial and comparative 

stories. For lO-year-olds, there were no significant differences between the two 

------------------------------



language groups. Thus, there were more significant differences across language 

groups in younger children's recognition of truth value than there were in older 

children. 
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The aforementioned results of the ANDV A and ANCDV A involved the 

detection of differences in mean response levels associated with each language 

group's responses to true and false information in the short stories. The following 

analyses were conducted to determine the degree to which responses to one true 

item would be associated with another true item in children's responses. The 

research question prompting these analyses asked whether differences in stochastic 

relationships would be found between responses of LI and NL groups of children 

to related sentences in short stories? 

Stochastic De.pendency Analyses 

Six pairs of true items (TPI-TPara, TPI-TI, TPI-TP2, TP2-TPara, TP2-TI, 

TPara-TI) were tested in each experimental condition (e.g., immediate spatial 

stories with pictures). Because children were instructed to base their responses to 

these items on the meaning of the story, regardless of whether such information 

had been explicitly stated, it was expected that the children's responses would 

show positive dependencies among true items (Reyna & Kiernan, in press). 

Dependencies are determined to be significant when the alpha level of the 

maximum likelihood ratio is less than .05. If significant, the joint probability (i.e., 
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conditional probability} is positively dependent if it is higher than the marginal 

product (i.e., unconditional probability) and negatively dependent if it is lower. If 

the alpha level of the maximum likelihood ratio is higher than .05, the association 

between responses to different types of items is nonsignificant and, therefore, 

independent of one another. 

Because both groups of children in this experiment were often quite accurate in 

their responses to both items selected for a contingency analysis and seldom missed 

both, numerous small cell sizes also occurred. When one or more cells of a 

contingency table contained fewer than five observations, the Chi Square statistic 

used to evaluate the contingency pattern was rendered uninterpretable (Sprinthall, 

1982). In such cases, responses to both items were typically quite accurate, with 

most falling in the joint recognition cell ("yes" responses to both items) of the 

contingency analysis. Table 5 summarizes the results of the conditional 

probability analyses. Tests that were positive (P), independent (I), or that reflected 

small cell sizes (*) are listed by language group, picture and story condition, and 

time of test. Note that the table divides conditionalized pairs into a} verbatim

verbatim pairs containing only sentences that were presented (TPI-TP2), b} gist

gist pairs containing only sentences that were not presented (TPara-TI), and c) 

verbatim-gist pairs containing one sentence that had been presented and one that 

had not (e.g., TPI-TPara). Appendix F presents probabilities, relationships, and 
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TPl = first premise, TP2 = second premise , TPara = true paraphrase , TI = true inference ; S = spatial , C = comparative; 
Im = immediate, Del = delayed test; P = positive dependency , I = independence, • = small cell sizes. 



likelihood ratio significance levels for conditional probability analyses of spatial 

and comparative stories. 
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Overall, 42 of the 96 tests were interpretable. Of these, 32 reflected a positive 

dependency, more of which occurred in response to spatial (19) than to 

comparative (13) stories. There were no negative dependencies found in either 

immediate or delayed condition. Although fewer positive dependencies were found 

in the picture (11) than in the no-picture (21) condition, more small cell sizes also 

occurred in the picture condition (35 versus 19). Finally, the positive 

dependencies found in response pairs of the LI group (16) were comparable in 

number to those found in the NL group (16), but responses to 9 pairs of items 

were found to be independent in the LI group and on 1 pair in the NL group. 

In spatial stories, the stochastic dependencies between true premise (TP1, TP2) 

and true inferences (TI) were found to be positive or at ceiling for both groups of 

children. The same pattern of dependencies was found in the immediate condition 

of comparative stories for both group. However, after a delay, responses to true 

premises (TP 1, TP2) were found to be independent of responses to true inferences 

(TI). With the exception of a change in dependencies (from positive to 

independent) in the delayed condition of comparative stories for the LI group, 

response relationships found in both groups were essentially unchanged with the 

addition of pictures or with a delay. Although more tests of response pairs in 
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comparative stories were found to be independent for the LI than the NL group, 

independence among true items was present only after a delay. Overall, few 

differences in stochastic dependencies were found between the two language groups 

in their responses to premise-inference pairs (verbatim-gist pairs). 

A key set of response pairs that did differ in stochastic dependency was the 

true paraphrase and true inference set of gist-level items. (Consult contingency 

tests of gist-gist pairs in Table S.) In these pairs, there were more independent 

tests for the LI group (S /7) than for the NL group (1/6), the remainder were 

positive or were not analyzed because of small cell sizes for both groups. Findings 

of independence indicate that there was no relationship between recognizing one of 

these gist-level items and recognizing the other. 

In summary, across all of the children's responses, most item pairs with 

interpretable data were positively dependent for each language group. This is 

consistent with the instructions that asked the children to answer iill questions based 

on the meaning of the story. In spatial stories, there was no evidence that children 

in the LI group demonstrated a significant dissociation between their responses to 

true premises and true inferences or that dependencies for premise-inference pairs 

differed from that of the NL group. Nevertheless, the LI group did evidence 

more independence than the NL group in responses to a) premise-inference pairs in 

comparative stories, and b) paraphrase-inference pairs in both spatial and 



comparative stories. 

Discriminant Function Analyses 
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A final research question sought to determine the degree to which performance 

on either the experimental task, the TLC subtest "Making Inferences" (Wiig & 

Secord, 1985), or both would be predictive of language group. The TLC was 

given to all children as a standardized measure of inference extraction that was 

separate from the experimental materials developed for this study. On this TLC 

subtest, the standard scores of the LI group were significantly lower than those of 

the NL group (LI X = 7.33, SD = 1.59; NL X = 9.07, SD = 2.28; t(14) = 

2.30, p = < .025). Children's performance accurately predicted 80% (12/15) of 

the LI and 73% (11/15) of the NL group's membership. Covariation of TLC 

scores with responses on experimental task did not, however, eliminate between

group differences previously reported in the ANOVA. 

Analyses were also conducted to determine the degree to which children's 

responses to any of the experimental items predicted language-group membership. 

Predictive values differed across items; some items accurately predicted one group 

but reflected individual rather than group differences in the other. For example, 

responses in the immediate condition to true comparative premises (familiar words) 

without pictures predicted 93% (14/15) of the NL but only 53% (8/15) of the LI 

group of children. Similarly, responses in the delayed condition to true 
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comparative inferences (familiar words) without pictures predicted 93% (14/15) of 

the LI but only 53% (8/15) of the NL group of children. One item that predicted 

both groups relatively accurately involved responses to the false comparative 

paraphrases (familiar words) without pictures in the immediate condition. 

Responses to this item predicted 80% (12/15) of the LI and 93 % (14/15) of the NL 

children. Table 6 summarizes the items that were reported to be significant 

discriminators in discriminant analyses. Means for each of the items found to be a 

significant discriminator are listed below each item. 

Inspection of Table 6 reveals that responses to four types of information were 

frequently found to be significant predictors of language groups in these 

discriminant analyses. Specifically, a) false recognition items were more 

predictive than true ones; b) items without pictures were more predictive than those 

with pictures; c) comparative items were more frequently found to be significant 

predictors than spatial ones; and d) responses to items that contained familiar 

words (i.e., TP, TI, FPara) were typically associated with better classification of 

LI children than items that contained novel words (i.e., TPara, FP, FI). Thus, one 

of the best predictors of group classification involved the LI group's affirmative 

responses in the immediate, comparative, no-picture condition to items with 

familiar words, even if they were false (i.e., false paraphrase), and the NL group's 

rejection of these same items. Children's performance on true inferences (TI) was 



Table 6 

Prediction of language-group membership by experimental recognition items 

Picture Condition 

Inference (S)* 
(Delay) 

Premise (C) 
(Immediate) 

Inference (C) 
(Delay) 

No-Picture Condition 

True Premise (C)* 
(Immediate) 

Inference (C)* 
(Delay) 

False Paraphrase (C)* 
(Immediate) 

Paraphrase (S)* 
(Delay) 

Inference (C) 
(Delay) 

Group Prediction 

53% 
X = 85 

47% 
X = 21 

60% 
X = 27 

80% 
X = 94 

100% 
X=O 

73% 
X=6 

Group Prediction 

LI NL 

53% 93% 
X = 82 X = 94 

93% 53% 
X = 72 X = 87 

80% 93% 
X = 36 X = 12 

60% 60% 
X = 29 X = 12 

87% 60% 
X = 30 X = 12 

Note: * = Items contain familiar words. 

81 
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not predictive of language group. 

In order to compare the discriminating power of these experimental items and 

inferencing subtest scores of the TLC, two additional analyses were conducted. 

One analysis entered all of the true item predictors along with TLC subtest scores; 

another entered all the false item predictors and TLC scores. When children's 

scores on the TLC subtest were combined with true item discriminators, the TLC 

subtest in combination with one true item (true comparative paraphrase [delay] 

without pictures) predicted 67% of the LI and 80% of the NL group's 

membership, a lower prediction than the TLC sub test alone. When children's 

scores on the TLC subtest were combined with false item discriminators, the TLC 

was no longer found to be a significant variable. However, a combination of three 

false recognition items (delayed false comparative inference without pictures, 

immediate false spatial paraphrase without pictures, immediate false comparative 

premise with pictures) predicted 80% of the LI and 93% of the NL group's 

membership. This combination provided a higher prediction than the TLC alone 

and one equivalent to the false paraphrase in the immediate, comparative, no

picture condition alone. 



CHAPTER IV 

Experiment 1 

Discussion 
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The purpose of Experiment 1 was to investigate the gist-extraction abilities of 

elementary-school-aged (8-10 years) children with impaired language skills when 

they were instructed to focus on the meaning of short stories. Based on results 

reported in previous research (Bishop & Adams, 1992; Crais & Chapman, 1987; 

Ellis Weismer, 1985), it was expected that the LI group of children would show 

poorer recognition of gist-level information relative to a) a comparison NL group, 

and b) to their own recognition of presented sentences. These expectations were 

supported when experimental conditions were similar to those of previous studies. 

Specifically, they were supported when children were given a recognition task 

following an auditory-only presentation of information (No-Picture condition). 

However, when pictures accompanied these same stories (picture condition), the LI 

group's deficits in extracting gist-level information were eliminated relative to the 

comparison NL group. 

Previous studies had suggested that gist-extraction deficits might be accounted 

for by memory limitations (Graybeal, 1981) or deficient inferential reasoning 

abilities (Ellis Weismer, 1985). Findings from the present experiment do not, 

however, support either of these accounts. Instead, they suggest that difficulties 
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these children had in extracting meaning from linguistic input presented only 

auditorily interfered with the processing of verbatim-level input associated with 

presented sentences. The implications of these findings will be discussed in terms 

of the accounts posited to explain gist-extraction deficits: memory limitations, 

inferential reasoning deficits, and interference. 

Memory Limitations 

One type of evidence that would support claims of memory limitations in LI 

groups of children would be a general reduction, relative to the NL group, in 

recognition of the three sentences that had been presented in the story. However, 

when reduced recognition of presented sentences was found by the LI group, it was 

selective, involving only the second premise (TP2). In essence, recognition was 

only reduced for sentences that were sandwiched (embedded) in between the 

presentation of other sentences in the story. In fact, there were no between-group 

differences for two of the three sentences that were presented to the children (the 

first and last). Moreover, when pictures depicted each story sentence at 

presentation, the LI group's recognition of embedded information was increased 

and between-group differences were eliminated. Pictures were not, however, 

associated with an across-the board improvement in recognition of presented 

information. Recognition levels of all other presented sentences by each language 

group did not change from presentation condition to the other. 

- - -------- -._---------------------_.- -_. 



The LI group's correct recognition of implicit, gist-level information also 

varied as a function of presentation condition. When stories were presented 

auditorily without pictures, the LI group's correct recognition of nonpresented, 

gist-level information was substantially reduced relative to agemates in the NL 

group. And, as with presented sentences, recognition improved when pictures 

supplemented story presentation and between-group differences were eliminated. 

Improvements that eliminate between-group differences would not be predicted if 

children in the LI group had essential memory limitations with which to contend. 
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Further evidence that memory processes were not essentially impaired was 

found in the retention data. In an analysis of forgetting rate (Le., the reduction in 

percent of correct responses from immediate to delayed condition), it was found 

that significant differences were associated with story type rather than language 

group, with both groups more likely to forget information in comparative than in 

spatial stories. Moreover, when recognition levels in the delayed condition of both 

story types were adjusted for recognition levels in the immediate condition, 

between-language-group differences were eliminated. 

In summary, although the LI group recognized less story information than the 

NL group, its poorer recognition was selective and occurred only when children 

had to rely on words alone to extract story information. And, even when between

group differences were found, they were associated with different recognition 

- - -----_ .. _----------------------
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levels at acquisition rather than different amounts of forgetting over the delay. 

Such findings do not support suggestions that general memory limitations can 

account for between-group differences in recognition of story information. 

Inferential Reasoning Deficits 

The type of stories used in this experiment had been developed by Paris and 

colleagues (e.g., Paris & Carter, 1973) to probe children's ability to extract 

inferences from stated premise information. Thus, presented sentences consisted of 

two sentences that contained premise information (propositions put forth upon 

which a logical inference can be based) followed by a third, nonpremise sentence 

that ended the story as a filler. Ellis Weismer (1985) had used similar stories and 

had interpreted her LI group's reduced recognition of inferences in the presence of 

more accurate memory for presented premise sentences as reflecting a selective 

deficit in inference recognition. Because her LI group was less likely to recognize 

inferences in the picture-only condition than in the auditory-only condition, she 

concluded that reduced inference recognition reflected nonlinguistic, cognitive 

deficits in inferential reasoning. 

Findings from Experiment 1 in the present study indicate, however, that 

whenever the LI group's correct recognition of inferences was reduced5, so also 

was its correct recognition of presented premise information restated as a 

5Reduced inference recognition relative to a) their own recognition of stated 
premises, and b) agemates in the NL group. 

----. - -- ---
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paraphrase and information that was false. Thus, deficits involved the extraction 

of broad-based, gist-levels of meaning rather than a selective deficit in recognizing 

inferences. And, as previously noted, when pictures accompanied story 

information, deficits in recognizing all types of gist, including inferences, were 

eliminated. 

Differences in the stimuli used in Ellis Weismer's study and in Experiment 1 

accounted for differences in the degree to which reduced inference recognition 

appeared to be a selective deficit. In Ellis Weismer's study, recognition questions 

asked only about information contained in presented premises and inferences 

associated with those premises. Children's recognition of gist-level information 

other than inferences (e.g., true paraphrases) was unavailable for comparison. 

Consequently, when inference recognition by the LI group was reduced relative to 

its recognition of presented premises, it was tempting to conclude that the ability to 

extract inferences itself may be reduced. 

In the present study, recognition questions asked about a) the stated premises 

in their originally stated form, b) the stated premises in the form of a paraphrase, 

and c) inferences that could be extracted across the stated premises. In this way, 

responses to two nonpresented gist-level recognition questions could be compared: 

one that was inferential in nature and one that was not. When the LI group's 

recognition responses to each of these gist-level items was analyzed, findings 
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revealed that gist-extraction deficits were not confined to recognition of logical 

inferences. In fact, the LI group's recognition of inferences did not differ from its 

recognition of premise meaning as expressed in a paraphrase. 

By itself, these findings do not rule out inferential reasoning as a problem, 

suggesting only that the scope of gist-extraction deficits includes more than 

inferences. However, reduced inference recognition was confined to the auditory

only presentation condition. When pictures accompanied stories, children in the LI 

group were able to recognize inferences (and all other gist levels of information) as 

well as agemates in the NL group. Such findings provide compelling evidence that 

children in the LI group do indeed have the ability to make logical inferences, and 

are incompatible with suggestions that cognitive deficits in inferential reasoning are 

an inherent characteristic of children with impaired language skills. 

In fact, discriminant function analyses confirmed that performance in the 

auditory-only presentation condition was the primary discriminator of children in 

the LI group in this experiment. Indeed, it was their recognition responses in this 

presentation condition, rather than their recognition of inferences, that 

discriminated children in the LI group from those in the NL group. This was the 

case even though the TLC sub test of inferential reasoning (based on recognition of 

true inferences) was found to discriminate 80% of the children in the LI group and 

73 % of children in the NL group. Such a discrepancy in predictors may be due to 
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the different nature of the inferences involved in each task (i.e., causal inferences 

in the TLC versus spatial or comparative inferences in the experimental task). It is 

also possible that it was responses to the auditory-only presentation of story 

information in both the TLC and the present experiment that actually discriminated 

between LI and NL children. And, because the TLC only includes probes for true 

and false inferences, other information such as true and false premises or 

paraphrases were not available for comparison. The relative absence of significant 

predictors of language group membership found when pictures supplemented the 

auditory-presentation of story information reflects the lack of differences found in 

responses in this condition among all children who participated in the experiment. 

Both Ellis Weismer (1985) and Bishop and Adams (1992) used pictures to 

investigate the sensitivity of LI groups to inferential information, but neither study 

found that their picture condition facilitated recognition of such gist-level 

information. Their findings contrasts with those of the present study in which the 

use of pictures was associated with substantially improved inference recognition for 

the LI group of children. Once again, differences in stimuli appear to account for 

differences in findings. 

In the previous studies, pictures replaced words. Children were shown stories 

as pictures and subsequently asked to recognize other pictures as true or false of 

story meaning. In the present study, pictures did not replace words, they 

-------------------------- ------
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accompanied them. And, under this concurrent (auditory-plus-picture) presentation 

condition, there was a substantial improvement in the LI group's recognition of 

gist-level information relative to an auditory- or picture-only presentation of story 

information. Seemingly, supplementing words with pictures helped children in the 

LI group circumvent whatever difficulties they had in extracting gist, especially 

inferential gist, from auditorily presented information. 

Why might pictures be associated with reduced inference recognition when 

used alone and increased inference recognition when used with words? One 

possibility is that when pictures are used alone to convey story information, they 

overly focus the children on verbatim details of story input and thereby interfere 

with their recognition of more implicit or inferential information also associated 

with the story. Brainerd and Reyna (1993) found that relative to an auditory 

presentation, stories presented as pictures had such an interfering effect on 

inference recognition by children developing language normally. 

Another possibility is that it may be more difficult for children to extract the 

story meaning intended by the researcher in a picture-only condition because 

pictures used alone are less constrained semantically, and children may consider 

many more options than those subsequently queried. However, when pictures 

were used to supplement words in the present study, they may have constrained 

(i.e., reduced) the number of semantic options the children had to consider. As a 
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result, pictures could facilitate the extraction of semantic content from a story in an 

auditory-plus-picture condition relative to a picture-only (or an auditory-only) 

presentation condition. 

Thus, although there was no picture-only presentation condition in this 

investigation, previously replicated findings (Bishop & Adams, 1992; Ellis 

Weismer, 1985; Brainerd & Reyna, 1993) suggest that children in LI groups are 

less sensitive to gist-level information when stories are presented to them in a 

picture-only compared with an auditory-plus-picture mode. Whether such reduced 

gist recognition stems from an increase in focus on presented information that 

interferes with recognition of gist, or from increased difficulty associated with the 

multiple-semantic options that must be considered remains to be investigated. In 

any case, further investigation of auditory-only, auditory-plus-pictures, and picture

only conditions may be useful in clarifying whether deficits observed in the 

auditory-only presentation of this study are modality specific (auditory-only) or 

reflect broader problems in extracting gist from relatively unconstrained forms of 

information (e.g., auditory- or picture-only modes of presentation). 

Regardless of the role that pictures may have played in different experiments, 

the overall findings from Experiment 1 provide compelling evidence that 

limitations in memory or inferential reasoning abilities did not account for the LI 

group's deficits in recognizing gist-level information. This is not to say that gist-
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recognition deficits failed to occur. In fact, reduced recognition of both presented 

and gist-level information was found, but only under some conditions. The 

modifiability of the observed deficits suggests that accounts involving relatively 

static deficits in memory or reasoning are too narrow to accommodate the broader 

range of behavior observed in the LI group, behavior that includes demonstrations 

of memory and reasoning abilities that do not differ from those of children in the 

NL group. 

Interference 

An account that is more comprehensive than either memory or reasoning 

limitations and anticipates changing patterns of responses across different 

conditions involves interference. As mentioned, the term interference is used here 

to refer to situations in which the accuracy of performance on a given task is 

degraded under some task conditions relative to others. The task is, therefore, to 

identify the situations that degrade children's recognition of story information in 

one condition (e.g., auditory-only) that they do indeed recognize in another (e.g., 

auditory-plus-picture) . 

A close look at the LI group's misrecognition of target items reveals two 

important findings. First, when children in the LI group were restricted relative to 

the NL group in their recognition of gist-level information in the auditory-only 

condition, their recognition of selected sentences actually presented in the story 
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was restricted to the same degree. These presented sentences involved the 

embedded premises, premises that conveyed information necessary for the full 

meaning of the story to be understood. Second, when pictures accompanied story 

presentation, recognition of gist-level information increased in parallel with 

recognition of embedded premises. 

Stochastic dependency analyses provided corroborating evidence that 

recognition of embedded premise and gist were indeed related. Specifically, 

analyses indicated that recognition of inferences and paraphrases were positively 

dependent upon recognition of the embedded premise in both presentation 

conditions. In other words, children were more likely to recognize an inference or 

a paraphrased premise when they recognized the embedded premise than when they 

did not. Such ties between recognizing the two types of information suggest that if 

some factor reduced recognition of the embedded premise, gist recognition would 

be reduced as well. 

It is not surprising that reduced recognition of the embedded premise in this 

meaning-based task would be detrimental to understanding the story as a whole. 

For example, an accurate inference across the two premises requires that 

information associated with both pieces of information be originally encoded. If 

only the first premise (e.g., The bird is in the cage) is encoded, but not the second 

(e.g., The cage is under the table), it is unlikely that the logical inference (e.g., 



"The bird is under the table") would be made. In addition, because the true 

paraphrase in this experiment (e.g., The table is over the cage) is based on the 

second premise (e.g., The cage is under the table), its recognition would also be 

problematic if that premise had not been originally encoded. 
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The positive dependencies found between presented premises and gist-level 

items were, in fact, predicted in this experiment because children were instructed 

to base their responses exclusively on story meaning. The fact that both groups of 

children showed predominantly positive stochastic dependencies in recognizing a 

premise and its respective gist suggests that all children were following instructions 

and trying to extract a story's meaning. It appears, therefore, that the LI group 

indeed extracted meaning in the auditory-only presentation condition; they simply 

had more restricted access to it without the concurrent presentation of pictures. 

Given that recognition of the embedded premise and the gist-level information 

were related, it is of interest to determine why acquisition of the embedded 

premise might be more problematic than acquisition of the first premise or the 

filler. The structural complexity of the two premises did not differ, nor were the 

relational terms in the embedded premise less understood than those in the first 

premise as judged by children's performance on the vocabulary test given at the 

end of the study. What did differ was the its position in the story relative to the 

first premise and the filler. The first premise is literally presented first and 



benefits from primacy effects associated with that position; there are no story 

sentences presented immediately before it. Thus, as the children in the LI group 

acquired the first premise's verbatim form and gist-level meaning, it is possible 

that "noise" associated with cognitive processing was generated that continued 

during the presentation of the second premise. The filler that follows the 

embedded premise also had the potential to distract children's attention from that 

premise before it was fully encoded. 
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In fact, studies of interference phenomena have consistently documented the 

detrimental effects associated with embedded information relative to information 

presented first or last in a series. This has been found for both simple auditory 

and visual stimuli such as tones or letters (e.g., Krumhansl & Ewart, 1977; Shapiro 

& Kruger, 1983) as well as for more complex stimuli such as words in a list (e.g., 

Crowder, 1978; Kallman & Massaro, 1983). Indeed, there is evidence that clinical 

populations such as those recovering from traumatic brain injuries to the frontal 

lobe (e.g., Dempster, 1992) as well as young children and elderly adults (e.g., 

Hasher & Zachs, 1989) are especially susceptible to interference. 

The amount of "noise" and susceptibility to distraction should vary according 

to processing demands and degree of difficulty involved in a task. Thus, in the 

less constrained (hence, more difficult) task of extracting meaning from the 

auditory-only presentation of information, the amount of processing "noise" may 
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have increased relative to the less difficult task of extracting meaning when 

pictures were available to constrain the semantic options. As a consequence, the 

processing of the embedded premise in each story may well have been degraded by 

ongoing "noise" from the first premise and interruptions by the filler. In essence, 

there may have been a decrease in the signal-to-noise ratio for the second premise. 

It appears, therefore, that the processing of the verbatim input of embedded 

premise statements (Le., the words themselves) is somewhat problematic for 

children in the LI group when they must rely on the auditory signal alone to 

extract story meaning. 

There is additional evidence from the LI group's responses to comparative 

stories that sensitivity to verbatim details of presented embedded premises is 

reduced in the auditory-only relative to the auditory-plus-picture condition. Recall 

that children in both language groups recognized and retained information in 

comparative stories quite differently than they did in spatial stories. In spatial 

stories, whatever information was recognized by each group in the immediate 

condition was recognized at comparable levels one week later. In comparative 

stories, significant forgetting occurred over the delay for both groups of children, 

forgetting that was associated with the presence or absence of familiar words in 

presented premises. In essence, following a one-week delay, all children were 

more likely to affirmatively recognize recognition items that contained familiar 



words than those that did not, even if the item was false. Such a differential 

pattern of response in comparative stories suggests that memory for verbatim 

wording contained in presented premises was cuing recognition responses rather 

than story meaning. However, although the NL group's responses conformed to 

this general pattern following a delay in both presentation conditions, the LI 

group's responses appeared to be more cued by familiar wording when pictures 

were involved than when they were not. 
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The NL group's responses serve to illustrate the general pattern of responses to 

comparative stories, response patterns that replicate findings from previous studies 

with children (Reyna & Kiernan, in press) and with adults (Lim, 1993). At 

immediate testing, children in the NL group were quite accurate in affirmatively 

recognizing true recognition items and rejecting those that were false. Such 

accuracy notwithstanding, they were more likely after a delay to affirmatively 

recognize items that contained familiar words from premise sentences than those 

that contained unfamiliar ones, especially in items that were false. Consistent 

misrecognition of false sentences with familiar words from comparative premises is 

revealing because it provides a test of sensitivity to verbatim elements of presented 

sentences. This is the case because false items cannot be based on story meaning, 

and any tendency to systematically misrecognize false items with familiar words 

more than false items with unfamiliar ones can logically be attributed to verbatim 

- .----------------------------
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memory for premise details. 

Response patterns of the LI group to familiar versus unfamiliar words in 

comparative stories are more complex, with the presence or absence of pictures 

influencing the degree to which familiar words appeared to be cuing responses. In 

the immediate, auditory-only presentation condition, the LI group recognized 

significantly more items with familiar words than those with unfamiliar ones. 

After a delay, the LI group continued this differential recognition pattern, but only 

in true sentences. Thus, in the auditory-only presentation condition, the LI group 

did not show the differential misrecognition of false items that was found in NL 

groups in this and previous investigations. 

However, when pictures supplemented the auditory presentation of story 

information, children in the LI group demonstrated substantially increased response 

accuracy in the immediate condition, differentiating primarily between true and 

false items. Nevertheless, after a delay, recognition of items with familiar words 

was once again found to be the primary response pattern of the LI group, but this 

time for true and false items. Thus, when pictures supplemented auditory 

presentation, the LI as well as the NL group erroneously recognized the false 

paraphrase with familiar words significantly more often than other false recognition 

items with unfamiliar words. It appears, therefore, that pictures increased 

sensitivity to premise wording sufficiently for children in the LI group to lure them 
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into making the same mistakes as children in the NL group. 

How might sensitivity to details of premise wording increase when pictures 

accompany the auditory presentation of comparative stories? One possibility is that 

pictures simply improved verbatim memory for words used in premise statements. 

However, if this were the primary reason, significant increases in recognition of 

other recognition items containing familiar words (first and second premises, and 

true inferences) would also be expected. And, of these, only recognition of the 

second (embedded) premise was significantly increased when pictures accompanied 

the auditory presentation of story information. A generalized effect of increased 

recognition of items with familiar wording was not, therefore, associated with the 

introduction of pictures. 

And, as previously mentioned, pictures may also have changed the nature of 

the task for children in the LI group by reducing the on-line processing demands 

associated with extracting meaning from premises as they were being presented 

auditorily. Pictures may have constrained premise meaning so that less processing 

of auditory information was required to extract its semantic content, thereby 

reducing the overall difficulty of the task. And, with less processing required to 

extract meaning, verbatim details may have been more accessible to the LI group 

of children. Conversely, when pictures were not available to constrain meaning 

for the LI group of children, "noise" associated with the increased levels of 
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processing associated with gist extraction may have been sufficient to interfere with 

the acquisition of premise details. Similar reductions in memory for verbatim 

details in the presence of increased processing of meaning have been reported for 

NL groups of children (Brainerd & Reyna, 1993; Reyna, in press). Brainerd and 

Reyna refer to this effect as "reasoning-to-memory" or "gist-to-verbatim" 

interference because of the direction of the interference. 

In fact, the LI group's reduced recognition of the embedded premises and 

reduced misrecognition of false comparative sentences with familiar wording in the 

auditory-only presentation condition but not in the auditory-plus-picture condition 

suggests that something interfered with children's ability to perform a task that 

they otherwise demonstrate they can do. Thus, susceptibility of the LI group to 

interference was found, although the direction of interference previously suggested 

by the Ellis Weismer 0985) data (Le., that verbatim memory for surface form 

would interfere with the extraction of inferential gist) was not. The direction of 

interference suggested by current findings is that difficulties these children had in 

extracting meaning from an auditory-only presentation of verbal information 

interferes with the processing of verbatim-level input associated with presented 

premises. When processing or processing difficulty involved in gist extraction is 

reduced (by supplementing the auditory signal with pictures in this case), such 

interference appears to be substantially reduced if not eliminated, and recognition 
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of story meaning does not differ as a function of language group. 

There is, however, a caveat regarding sensitivity to meaning that is suggested 

by the stochastic dependency analyses. These analyses suggested that even when 

children in the LI group were sensitive to both verbatim- and gist-level 

information, they may not have integrated all of the story information. 

Specifically, although between-groups differences were not found in the stochastic 

dependencies associated with recognition of premises and their respective 

inferences or paraphrases, differences were found in dependencies associated with 

recognition of the two gist-level items. When the LI group's recognition of true 

inferences and true paraphrases were conditionalized on one another, they were 

typically found to be independent. 

The independence of the LI group's responses to these two gist-level items, 

relative to the positive dependencies of the NL group's responses suggests that the 

comprehension of various aspects of each story's meaning may be less integrated 

for children in the LI group than those in the NL group. Even when pictures 

supplemented the auditory presentation of information of both spatial and 

comparative stories, independence of response in the LI group occurred after a 

delay; in the auditory-only presentation condition, such independence occurred in 

the immediate condition as well. Evidently, although children in the LI group 

recognized some levels of meaningful gist in each story they heard, they did not 
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necessarily recognize others. Positive dependencies of the NL group suggest that 

when these children recognized one level of gist in each story, they were likely to 

recognize other levels as well. 

Conclusions 

Findings from the present experiment suggest, therefore, that when the LI 

group recognized less gist-level meaning than the NL group, it was not due to 

cognitive deficits in inferential reasoning or memory. And, although previously 

gist-extraction reported deficits were found, they occurred only when children in 

the LI group had to rely on linguistic input presented in an auditory-only 

presentation mode to acquire verbatim- and gist-level information in related 

sentences. Remembering selected aspects of presented premise information along 

with extracting story meaning appeared to be substantially more difficult for the LI 

group in this presentation mode than when the auditory presentation of information 

was accompanied by the simultaneous presentation of pictures. 

Findings further suggest that the reduction in recognition of story gist in the 

auditory-only condition covaried systematically with reductions in recognition of 

verbatim details of presented information. Thus, recognition of embedded premise 

information was reduced in the auditory-only presentation condition of spatial 

stories, relative to recognition of the first premise and the filler, to the same degree 

that a) recognition of true inferences and true paraphrases were reduced, and b) 
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erroneous recognition of false information was increased. And, when recognition 

of the embedded premises was increased in the auditory-plus-picture condition, so 

also was correct recognition of true gist-level items and correct rejection of false 

ones. Such covariation of embedded premise recognition is important because it 

involved either a substantial increase or decrease in story information available to 

the child. Reduced sensitivity of children in the LI group to verbatim details in 

comparative stories in the auditory-only relative to the auditory-plus-picture 

condition provides converging evidence that reduced recognition of presented 

premise information may well account for gist-extraction deficits observed in this 

experiment. 

Overall, the effect of supplementing auditory information with pictures 

appeared to be one of aiding the LI group of children to extract meaning from 

story information presented auditorily. When difficulties in extracting meaning 

were reduced, children in the LI group were able to recognize premises, 

paraphrases of premises, and logical inferences. They were also better able to 

reject information that was false. When pictures accompanied story presentation, 

children in both the LI and NL groups showed comparable understanding of 

presented and inferential levels of story meaning. And, although pictures were 

also associated with increased recognition of verbatim details of the story, such 

increases appear to be associated more with a reduction in interference from 
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processing "noise" than with verbatim enhancement per se. 

It is important to note, however, that the ability of the present experiment to 

directly test verbatim memory for details is necessarily restricted. This is 

particularly true for memory of the embedded premise itself because recognition of 

premise items in this comprehension paradigm can be based on either verbatim 

memory for details of premise sentences or on recognition of the premise's 

meaning and does not afford an unambiguous interpretation of responses. The 

possibility exists that pictures were facilitating detection and identification of the 

details of the second premise, thereby improving verbatim memory for them, 

rather than reducing concurrent processing "noise" from gist extraction. 

Judgement on this issue will be reserved, therefore, for the results of Experiment 

2, an experiment designed to provide a direct test of children's verbatim memory 

for presented premise statements and their ability to differentiate these statements 

from both true and false sentences that had not been presented. 
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CHAPTER IV 

Experiment 2 

Methods 

Subjects 

Thirty-two children were randomly assigned to Experiment 2 from public 

elementary schools in the Tucson, Arizona area. Children met the same subject 

selection criteria reported for Experiment 1. Thus, 16 children were assigned to 

the LI group (mean CA = 9.42; 9 boys, 7 girls) and 16 to the NL comparison 

group (mean CA = 9.47; 9 boys, 7 girls). Table 7 provides CELF-R and 

psychological testing results (WISC-R or WISC-III) for LI group. 

Table 7 

Subject information for children in LI group 

SUBJECT GENDER AGE CELF-R CELF-R CELF-R IQ IQ 
(MOS) (EXP) (REC) (Overall) (V) (P) 

01 F 104 67 54 59 82 103 
02 M 108 64 78 70 86 96 
03 F 101 62 72 65 68 115 
04 M 118 67 70 65 
05 M 110 50 50 52 77 102 
06 M 120 73 72 71 71 89 
07 M 131 78 76 75 90 87 
08 M 115 78 80 77 86 85 
09 F 113 64 78 70 97 90 
10 M 100 72 93 81 
11 F 105 76 72 72 
12 F 121 82 76 77 
13 M 111 64 67 64 
14 M 122 70 76 71 
15 F 122 59 67 61 77 98 
16 F 127 82 77 77 80 92 
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As in Experiment 1, children without IQ scores had passed the school learning 

disabilities screening and were, therefore, reported by the school district to have 

nonverbal IQs within normal limits. Appendix J details teacher ratings of each 

child's oral language skills using the Loban Oral Language Rating Scale (961). 

Significant differences in the total mean ratings (t(15), 12.09, P < .01) supported 

the placement of children in their respective language groups. 

Three children in this experiment spoke second languages in addition to 

English, one in the LI group and two in the NL group. As in Experiment 1, 

response patterns were unaltered when these children's responses were eliminated 

from statistical analyses. 

Stimuli 

Acquisition passages and recognition questions 

The 16 acquisition passages used in Experiment 1 were also used here. Each 

passage was accompanied by eight recognition questions that contained the same 

information and essentially the same wording as recognition items in Experiment 1. 

The only difference occurred in the lead in to the recognition question itself. 

Table 8 provides an example of an acquisition passage and recognition questions. 

As in Experiment 1, recognition sentences provided children with opportunities 

to respond to premises, paraphrases of premises, and logical inferences that were 

either true or false relative to the meaning of the acquisition passage, and had been 
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designed to vary sentence wording systematically from the surface form that was 

actually heard. This design feature permitted recognition sentences to be used as 

controls for each other. Thus, differences between responses to the true premises 

(fP) and true paraphrases (fPara) permitted an evaluation of the children's ability 

to remember the surface form of premise sentences and distinguish the form from 

other true sentences with the same meaning. In addition, differences between the 

Table 8 

Sample stimuli for Experiment 2 

True premise (TPl) 

True premise (TP2) 

Filler (filler) 

True paraphrase (TPara) 

True inference (TI) 

False premise (FP) 

False paraphrase (FPara) 

False inference (FI) 

Acquisition passage 

The bird is inside the cage. (premise) 
The cage is under the table. (premise) 
The bird has beautiful feathers. (filler) 

Recognition questions 

Did the story say, 
"The bird is inside the cage"? 

Did the story say, 
"The cage is under the table"? 

Did the story say, 
"The bird has beautiful feathers"? 

Did the story say, 
"The table is above the cage"? 

Did the story say, 
"The bird is under the table"? 

Did the story say, 
"The bird is above the cage"? 

Did the story say, 
"The table is under the cage"? 

Did the story say, 
"The bird is above the table"? 

Note. Underlined terms are unfamiliar; they do not appear in acquisition passage. 
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true paraphrase (TPara) and the false paraphrase (FPara) could be used to measure 

"gist intrusion" (Le., misrecognition attributable to the "intrusion" of story 

meaning on this verbatim memory task). This control was included because, at a 

surface level, the true paraphrase (TPara) was more unfamiliar in terms of surface 

features than the false paraphrase (FPara) which contained only familiar words 

from acquisition story. Thus, when responses to these two sentences are 

compared, any increased level of response to the true paraphrase (TPara) relative 

to the false paraphrase (FPara) can safely be attributed to meaning rather than 

familiarity with surface form. 

Procedures 

Experimenters 

The same experimental assistants who presented stimuli in Experiment 1 were 

also trained to administer stimuli in Experiment 2. Experimental assistants met 

with each of their assigned children in a quiet room of the school for three 30-

minute sessions held at one-week intervals. Point-to-point scoring reliability 

(McReynolds & Kearns, 1983) was determined by double scoring 10% of the 

sessions; 99% interjudge scoring agreement was achieved. 

Experimental task 

An immediate and delayed sentence verification paradigm was employed. This 

paradigm tested children's ability to a) remember the exact wording of premises 
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presented in the acquisition stories, and b) differentiate these premises from other 

sentences that were similar to them in either meaning, wording, or both. 

As in Experiment 1, each child was told that the study was investigating how 

children remember the things they hear. The same procedures for administering 

instructions, acquisition passages, and recognition questions in both immediate and 

delayed conditions were employed here. The only differences occurred in the task 

the children were instructed to perform. Instead of asking children to recognize 

the meaning of a story, children were instructed to decide whether they had heard 

a particular sentence before. For example, in the spatial story detailed in Table 8 

the experimenter would say, "Did the story say, 'The bird is inside the cage.'? " 

They were instructed to say "yes" only if a recognition sentence was exactly the 

same as the sentences in the acquisition passage; they were also instructed to reject 

all other sentences, even if they were true. See Appendix G for complete 

instructions given to children in Experiment 2. 

Design 

The mixed-factorial design used in Experiment 1 was also employed here. 

Between-subject variables were language group and age; within-subject variables 

were time of test, passage type, sentence type, truth, and pictures. 



CHAPTER V 

Experiment 2 

Results 
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As in Experiment 1, three types of analyses were conducted. ANOV As 

determined whether children in the LI and NL groups showed significant 

differences in responding correctly to the premises presented in short stories and in 

differentiating these premise sentences from all nonpresented sentences. 

Conditional probability analyses determined whether the two language groups 

would differ in terms of the stochastic dependencies of their responses to verbatim

and gist-level recognition items. Discriminant function analyses were conducted to 

determine whether performance on either the experimental tasks, the "Making 

Inference" subtest of the TLC (Wiig & Secord, 1985), or both would predict 

language group membership. Results are reported with regard to the questions 

these analyses were designed to address. The first question asked whether there 

were significant differences in the NL and LI group's a) recognition of the exact 

sentences that were presented in short stories, and b) differentiation of these 

sentences from others that were not presented? 

Between- and Within-group Differences in Responses to Recognition Ouestions 

As in Experiment 1, the proportion of "yes" responses to each question was 

tabulated and submitted to a mixed-factorial ANOV A with repeated measures. 
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Unless otherwise stipulated, mean differences reported were significant at the p < 

.05 level. Pre-planned pairwise comparison of means were evaluated using the 

Duncan Multiple Range Test. Of particular interest was each group's relative a) 

recognition of the surface form of premises found in descriptive passages (Le., true 

premises); b) differentiation of these exact premises from other sentences (i.e., 

rejection of all nonpresented items; c) susceptibility to "gist intrusions" (i.e., 

greater numbers of erroneous "yes" responses to true nonpresented items relative 

to false ones); d) retention of information over time; e) recognition of information 

in spatial and comparative relationships; and d) recognition of information when 

pictures were used to draw attention to information contained in premise sentences 

of the stories. Preliminary analyses of story comparability across "new" and "old" 

lists found no significant differences in children's responses to individual stories. 

Consequently, all 16 stories were included in the analyses. 

As in Experiment 1, preliminary analyses (an ANOVA using premises as 

explicit factor) of the premise sentences indicated that responses to the first 

premise were significantly higher than the second (F(l,26) = 15.97; .mse = .948; 

p < .01), and interacted significantly with story type (F(I,26) = 12.40; .mse = 

.55; p < .01). "Yes" responses to the first premise were significantly higher in 

spatial stories than comparative stories, and significantly higher than "yes" 

responses to the second premise in either spatial or comparative stories. There 
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were no significant interactions, however, between the two premises and language 

group. Consequently, because separate ANDV As with each premise provided 

equivalent statistical decisions, the means for the ANOV A that employed the first 

premise are reported here to parallel presentation of results in Experiment 1. 

Results indicated that the main effects of time of test (F(l,26) = 38.26; .mse 

= 2.688; p < .01), sentence type (F(2,52) = 139.16; .mse = 8.387; p < .01), 

truth (F(I,26) = 345.43; .mse = 49.649; P < .01), language group (F(I,26) = 

6.61; .mse = 2.58; p = .02), and age (F(2,26) = 4.42; .mse = 1.724; p = .02) 

were all significant. Interpretation of these main effects must be qualified, 

however, by interactions with each other as well as with pictures and story type. 

Results from these interactions are reported in terms of children's a) verbatim 

memory for the presented premises, and b) ability to differentiate these premises 

from other nonpresented sentences (i.e., say 'no' to all nonpresented sentences, 

even if they are true). 

Verbatim memory for premises presented in story 

Results from the preliminary analyses indicated that the LI group's percentage 

of "yes" responses to individual acquisition sentences did not differ significantly 

from that of the NL group. Children in both language groups were more accurate 

in responding to both premise and filler statements in the immediate testing 

condition than after a one-week delay (F(I,30 = 10.46; .mse = .445; P < .01). 
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Such decreases were affected, however, by both sentence and story type. 

Specifically, significant decreases in accuracy occurred in both group's responses 

to premise rather than filler statements, and in comparative rather than spatial 

stories (F(2,60)= 5.24; .mse = .14; p = .01). "Yes" responses to comparative 

story premises were also significantly lower when pictures did not accompany story 

presentation than when they did. Neither group's responses to premises in spatial 

stories or to fillers in either story type differed as a function of picture condition 

(F(2,60) = 4.97; .mse = .143; P = .01). 

Differentiation of presented premises from other recognition items 

Accurate "yes" responses to true premises by each language group did not, 

however, eliminate misrecognition of nonpresented sentences, with erroneous 

responses to true but nonpresented sentences significantly higher than to false foils 

for children in both language groups. Figure 5 depicts the mean percentage of 

"yes" responses of the two language groups (collapsed across time of test, pictures, 

and story type) as they interact across sentence type and truth (F(2,52) = 4.43; 

.mse = .351; p = .02). 

In this interaction, children in both language groups responded affirmatively to 

the true premises (TP) that they heard significantly more than to other recognition 

items. Pairwise comparison of means indicated that when children in each group 

erroneously responded "yes" to nonpresented sentences, they were significantly 
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more likely to do so with true sentences (TPara, TI) than to false ones (FP, FPara, 

FI). However, children in the LI group were significantly more likely than those 

in the NL group to respond erroneously to both of the true nonpresented sentences 

(TPara, TI), and to two of the three false foils (FP, FI). Such errors indicated that 

the LI group was significantly less likely than the NL group to make the task

appropriate differentiation between presented sentences and other true and false 

foils. 

However, this interaction also differed as a function of age (F(4,52) = 3.53; 

.mse = .279; p = .01). As in Experiment 1, the number of children in each age 

group was small (4 8-year olds, 69-, and 6 lO-year olds). Figure 6 depicts the 

mean percent of affirmative response levels of 8-, 9-, and 10-year-old children in 

each language group to the recognition items. 

Significant differences were detected for each age group in a) percent of 

correct responses to the true premise (TP) versus all other recognition items, and 

b) higher frequency of erroneous "yes" responses to true nonpresented sentences 

than to false ones. This was true for children in both language groups. However, 

as can be appreciated in Figure 6, the significant differences between the LI and 

NL group's responses to recognition items increased significantly with age. Thus, 

in the 8-year-old group, the only significant between-language-group difference 

occurred in the LI group's higher percentage of errors on false inferences (FI) 
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relative to age-mates in the NL group. For 9-year-olds, significant differences 

between language groups occurred in percentage of "yes" responses to both of the 

nonpresented true sentences, with the LI group's errors in response to the true 

paraphrase (TPara) and true inference (TI) significantly higher than those of the 

NL group. Significant differences in these same means were also detected in 10-

year-olds. 

Between-age-group comparisons of means indicated that changes in these 

between-language-group differences were due to a) significant decreases in the NL 

group's misrecognition of nonpresented true sentences from one age group to the 

next (i.e., from 8 to 9 years and from 9 to 10 years), and b) a lack of significant 

decreases in such misrecognition with age in the LI group. In essence, the data 

indicate that, with each increase in age across this three-year age span, children in 

the NL group were better able to make the task-appropriate differentiation between 

presented sentences and all others; such age-related increases in task-appropriate 

differentiation were not found in the LI group's responses. 

The effect of pictures 

Although the picture condition did not exert a main effect in this experiment, it 

did interact with sentence type and truth (F(2,52) =3.18; .mse = .17; P < .05). 

Specifically, children in both language groups were less likely to respond "yes" 

erroneously to false foils when pictures accompanied story presentation. In 
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contrast to Experiment 1, the presence or absence of pictures with story 

presentation did not differentially affect the responses between the two language 

groups. Figure 7 depicts the percentage of affirmative responses to recognition 

questions in the picture and no-picture condition. 

The effects of time and stoO' type 
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A four-way interaction involved time of test, sentence type, truth, and story 

type (F(2,52) = 12.09; .mse = .431; p < .01). Figure 8 depicts the responses to 

spatial and comparative stories in both the immediate and delayed conditions with 

the data collapsed across language groups. 

Responses to spatial stories (Figure 8a) indicate that the true premise (TP) was 

accurately recognized in both the immediate and delayed conditions, and was 

differentiated from the next most "recognized" item (TPara) by 59% in the 

immediate condition and 46% after a delay. (These percentages are difference 

scores obtained by subtracting the percentage of "yes" responses to one item from 

"yes" responses to the other.) Erroneous responses to nonpresented true sentences 

were significantly higher than to false foils. There were no significant changes in 

responses to any of the recognition questions (correct or otherwise) across the one

week delay. 

Responses to comparative stories are depicted in Figure 8b. Note that there 

were 56% more "yes" responses to the true premise (TP) than to the next most 
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"recognized" item (TPara) in the immediate condition. This contrasts with only 

16% more "yes" responses between the true premise (TP) and the next most 

"recognized" item (11) after a delay. In the immediate condition, there were no 

significant pairwise differences in responses to sentences between spatial and 

comparative stories (e.g., TP (spatial) and TP (comparative) did not differ 

significantly). After a delay, however, there was a significant decrease in correct 

"yes" responses to the comparative true premise (TP) relative to the spatial true 

premise (TP). There was also a significant increase in the percentage of erroneous 

"yes" responses to the true inference (TI) and false paraphrase (FPara) between the 

immediate condition of comparative stories, and the immediate and delayed 

condition of spatial stories. These recognition items, along with the true premise, 

contained familiar words found in the stories' premises. 

Stochastic Dependency Analyses 

As in Experiment 1, it was of interest to ask whether there were qualitative 

differences in stochastic relationships between responses by the LI and NL group 

to related sentences in short stories? To this end, conditional probability analyses 

were conducted to determine the degree to which recognition of any two 

recognition items would be dependent, stochastically, on one another. However, 

because the instructions in this experiment asked the children to focus on the 

surface form of what was heard and to reject any sentence that had not been 
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presented, more patterns of independence were expected here than in Experiment 1 

in which children had been instructed to focus on meaning. Because of the 

accuracy of the children's responses in this experiment, a large number of the pre

planned stochastic comparisons could not be interpreted because of small cell sizes 

associated with having fewer than five observations in each cell. Only results from 

interpretable tests are reported. 

The same six response pairs conditionalized in Experiment 1 were tested here 

(fPI-TPara, TPI-TI, TPI-TP2, TP2-TPara, TP2-TI, TPara-TI); all pairs were 

tested in each experimental condition (e.g., spatial stories with pictures in the 

immediate condition). It was expected that when instructions focused children on a 

passage's surface form, responses were more likely to be independent than when 

they were focused on its meaning. And, as predicted, results from these 

conditional probability analyses found that the majority of interpretable tests in this 

experiment were independent (30/48). (Only 10 of 42 tests were independent in 

Experiment 1). Independence in Experiment 2 was especially prominent in the 

responses of LI children (23/29 tests or 79 % ), a finding that contrasted with the 

responses of NL children (7/19 tests or 37%). 

There were also 11 tests that were positively dependent, 6 in the LI group, 5 

in the NL group. (Positive dependencies indicate that "yes" responses to one 

sentence were significantly associated with "yes" responses to another.) The 
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majority of these positive tests (10/11) were detected in the delayed condition. 

Seven tests reflecting negative dependencies were also found. (Negative 

dependencies indicate that "yes" responses to one sentence were associated with 

'no' responses to another.) All negative dependencies detected in the present 

experiment were found exclusively in the NL group's responses to test pairs that 

conditionalized "yes" responses to any given gist-level item on "yes" responses to 

its respective premise. No negative dependencies were found in the LI group's 

responses. A more detailed account of these results follows. And, because 

instructions in this condition asked children to respond affirmatively only to 

presented items and to reject all others, results are reported by sentence pairs and 

expectations for the condition ali zed pairs in question. Note that the distribution of 

responses in the tests that have small cell-size effects varies with condition (as 

described below). 

Verbatim-verbatim pairs 

Results from the conditional analyses of TPl and TP2 are listed in Table 9. 

Responses that are positively (P) or negatively (N) dependent, independent (I), or 

have small cell sizes (*) are displayed by language group, story type, and time of 

test. If the children followed instructions to respond "yes" only to presented 

sentences, they should have responded affirmatively to each of the sentences in this 

pair. And, as they were highly accurate in recognizing the presented sentences, it 
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is not surprising to find small cell sizes associated with ceiling effects. In fact , 5/8 

tests (63 % ) of LI and 7 /8 tests (88 % ) of the NL responses did evidence small cell-

sizes, with fewer than 5 observations in at least one cell and th_e majority of 

responses in the cell indicating correct recognition (i.e., "yes" responses) of both 

of the items. 

Table 9 

Contingency tests in verbatim-verbatim pairs 

LI NL 

Pies No Pies Pies NoPics 

s C s C s C s C 

TPl- Im • • • • • • • 
TP2 Del • • • • • p 

Notes : LI = LI group, NL = NL group; Pies = Picture condition, NoPics = No-picture condition; 
TPl = first premise, TP2 = second premise; S = spatial , C = comparative; Im = immediate, Del = delayed test ; 
P = positive dependency, N = negative dependency , I = independence, • = small cell sizes 

Gist-gist pairs 

Results from the conditional analyses of the true paraphrase (TPara) and true 

inference (Tl) are listed in Table 10. If instructions were followed, and children 

were able to gate out all true but nonpresented sentences , neither of these 

nonpresented sentence types should have received "yes" responses. 

Inspection of Table 10 reveals that, for the LI group, 6/8 tests were 

independent; 2/8 were positive. For the NL group , 2/8 tests were independent, 

4/8 were positive, and 2/8 contained small cell-sizes. All positive dependencies , in 
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both groups of children, were found in the delayed condition. Small cell-sizes 

occurred in these tests when cells of the contingency analysis contained fewer than 

5 observations and the majority of responses in the cell indicat_ing "yes" responses 

to both items. 

Table 10 

Contingency tests of gist-gist pairs 

LI 

Pies 

s C s 

TPara- Im 

TI Del p p 

No Pies 

C s 

I 
p 

Pies 

NL 

C s 

• 
p p 

Notes: LI = LI group, NL = NL group; Pies = Picture condition, NoPics = No-Picture condition; 

No Pies 

C 

• 
p 

TPara = true paraphrase, TI = true inference; S = spatial , C = comparative; Im = immediate, Del = delayed test ; 
P = positive dependency, N = negative dependency, I = independence, • = small cell sizes. 

Verbatim-gist pairs 

What was the relationship between recognition responses when pairs were 

tested in which one of the items was a true presented premise and the other was a 

true but non-presented item? If instructions were followed, responses should be 

either independent or negatively dependent. Independence would indicate that 

"yes" responses to a gist-level item was not associated stochastically with "yes" 

responses to its respective premise. Negative dependency would indicate that 

accurate responses to presented premises were inversely related to incorrect "yes" 
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responses to gist items. Table 11 lists contingency tests for verbatim-gist pairs. 

For the LI group , 14/32 of the tests were independent, 4/32 were positive, and 

none was negative. For the NL group, 5/32 of the tests were _independent, none of 

the tests were positive, and 7 /32 were negative. Small cell-size sizes typically 

occurred when there were fewer than five observations in a cell and the majority of 

responses fell into the cell in which children recognized the true premise and 

rejected the gist-level item. 

Table 11 

Contingency tests of verbatim-gist pairs 

LI NL 

Pies No Pies Pies No Pies 

s C s C s C s C 

TPI- Im • • • • • • • 
TPara Del • • • 

TP2- Im • • p • • • • 
TPara Del p p N • • • 

TPI - Im • • • • N • N 
TI Del • • N I • 

TP2- lm • • • • • N 
TI Del • p • N N 

Not.es : LI = LI group , NL = NL group; Pies = Picture condition, NoPics = No-Picture condition; 
TPI = first premise , TP2 = second premise , TPara = true paraphrase , TI = true inference ; S = spatial , C = comparative ; 
lm = immediate, Del = delayed test ; P = positive dependency , N = negative dependency , I = independence, 
• = small cell sizes. 

The overall pattern of results from the dependency analyses indicates that when 

children were instructed to focus on verbatim memory, less independence and more 
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negative dependency was found in the responses of the NL group than in those of 

the LI group. Some positive dependency, especially in the delayed condition, and 

numerous instances of small cell sizes were found in both language groups. The 

presence of negative dependencies in the responses of children in the NL group 

was found in conditional tests of "verbatim-gist" pairs only, and was not found at 

all in the responses of children in the LI group. 

In comparison with the results of conditional probability analyses of the same 

sentence pairs in Experiment I, it is noteworthy that the change in instructions was 

associated with a dramatic change in the nature of the dependencies. Specifically, 

when children were asked to base their responses on story meaning in Experiment 

1, the prevailing result of contingency analyses was one of positive dependency for 

interpretable ·tests. However, when children were asked to base their responses on 

their verbatim memory of sentences presented in Experiment 2, independence or 

negative dependencies were detected where positive dependency had previously 

been found. 

Discriminant Function Analyses 

In order to further compare the results in Experiment 1 and 2, discriminant 

function analyses were conducted to determine whether response patterns on the 

experimental task, the TLC subtest "Making Inferences" (Wiig & Secord, 1985), or 

both were predictive of children in each language group. As in Experiment 1, the 
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"Making Inferences" subtest of the TLC was given to all children. On this 

measure, the standard scores of the LI group were significantly lower than those of 

the NL group (LI X = 7.06, SD = 2.24; NL X = 9.31, SD = 2.78; t(15) = 

2.45, P = < .025). Performance on this subtest accurately predicted 83% (13/16) 

of the LI and 69% (11116) of the NL group's membership. Covariation of TLC 

scores with responses on the experimental task did not eliminate between-group 

differences previously reported in the ANOV A. 

Discriminant analyses were also conducted to determine the degree to which 

children's responses to any of the experimental questions predicted language group 

placement. As in Experiment 1, predictive values differed across the items. Table 

14 summarizes the items that were found to be significant discriminators in the 

discriminant function analyses. Because responses to each of these items was 

contained in interaction terms of the ANOV A that were not significant, a detailed 

breakdown by language group was not depicted earlier. 

Inspection of Table 12 reveals three patterns: a) false recognition items appear 

to be more predictive than true ones; b) items without pictures also appear to be 

more predictive than those with them; and c) discriminant analyses of experimental 

responses are better able to predict NL than LI group membership. Neither 

storytype nor time of test appears to be more predictive than the other. 



Table 12 

Prediction of language-group membership by experimental recognition items 

Picture Condition 

Inference (C)* 
(Immediate) 

Inference (C) 
(Immediate) 

No-Picture Condition 

Item 

True Premise (S) * 
(Immediate) 

False Premise (S) 
(Immediate) 

Premise (C) 
(Delay) 

Premise (C) 
(Immediate) 

Premise (S) 
(Delay) 

Inference (C) 
(Immediate) 

Inference (C) 
(Delay) 

Group Prediction 
LI NL 

63% 
X = 27 

25% 
X = 08 

81 % 
X = 10 

100% 
X=O 

Qroup Prediction 
LI NL 

75% 63% 
X = 88 X = 91 

63% 87% 
X = 19 X = 03 

69% 75% 
X = 47 X = 22 

69% 81 % 
X = 22 X = 10 

81 % 56% 
X = 25 X = 21 

56% 94% 
X = 23 X = 03 

69 % 63 % 
X = 35 X = 14 

Note: * = Item contains familiar words 

129 
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As in Experiment 1, significant true and false predictors were entered 

(separately) along with TLC subtest scores in order to compare the discriminating 

power of these experimental items and the inferencing subtest score of the TLC. 

When children's scores on the TLC sub test were combined with significant true 

item predictors, results indicated that the TLC subtest in combination with one true 

recognition item (true comparative inference [immediate] with pictures) predicted 

75.5% of the LI and 87.5 of the NL membership. When children's scores on the 

TLC subtest were combined with significant false-item predictors, one recognition 

item (false spatial premise [immediate] without pictures) predicted 81.3 of the LI 

and 81.3% of the NL membership. This provided a higher prediction than the 

TLC alone. 

- -------------------------------



CHAPTER VII 

Experiment 2 

Discussion 
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Experiment 2 was included in this study to provide more direct and detailed 

information about children's verbatim memory for sentences presented in stories 

than was available in Experiment 1. In that experiment, recognition of story 

sentences could be based on either verbatim- or gist-level memory representations, 

and consequently did not permit an unambiguous interpretation of memory for the 

verbatim form of presented sentences themselves. 

The purpose of Experiment 2 was to determine whether memory limitations for 

verbatim information in presented sentences would be found in responses of the LI 

group when children were instructed to focus only on sentence wording. It 

investigated each group's verbatim memory for the presented sentences, as well as 

its ability to differentiate t.l-tese sentences from others that were not presented. As 

in Experiment 1, findings will be discussed in terms of the light they shed on a) 

memory limitations, b) inferential reasoning deficits, and b) interference effects 

posited to be associated with the responses of LI groups of children. 

Memory Limitations 

Memory for presented sentences 

Based on reports of memory deficits in other LI groups of children (e.g., 
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Gathercole & Baddeley, 1990; Graybeal, 1981; Kirschner & Klatsky, 1985), it was 

expected that children with impaired language skills would be less likely to 

recognize presented sentences than a comparison group of children who were 

developing language normally. However, under the conditions of this verbatim 

memory experiment, these expectations were not supported. When children were 

explicitly instructed to remember the exact wording of the stories, and to disregard 

meaning, significant between-group differences in presented sentence recognition 

were not found. This was the case a) at immediate and delayed times of test, b) in 

the auditory-only and auditory-plus-picture conditions, and c) in spatial and 

comparative stories. 

Nevertheless, the position of a sentence within the story did affect recognition, 

with both groups of children less likely to recognize embedded story sentences than 

initial sentences or following fillers. Recognition of embedded sentences was no 

more reduced for the LI than for the NL group of children. Such findings contrast 

with those of Experiment 1 where children were instructed to focus on story 

meaning. In that experiment, children in the LI group were less likely to 

recognize embedded sentences tha..'1 the NL group, but only when they had to 

extract meaning from the auditory-only presentation of story information. Children 

in the NL group did not show reduced recognition of embedded information 

relative to recognition of the first premise under any experimental condition. 
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That embedded sentences were less recognized in a verbatim-memory 

experiment by both groups is not surprising, and, as mentioned in Experiment 1, is 

predicted by a variety of studies that have investigated verbatim memory for items 

(typically lists of words) in various serial positions (e.g., Crowder, 1978; Kallman 

& Massaro, 1983). In such investigations, reliable serial position effects occur in 

which embedded information is less likely to be remembered than items at the 

beginning or end of a list. Such findings suggest that both groups of children were 

indeed focusing on the exact wording of sentences, and therefore subject to 

interference from adjacent items. 

Thus, children in both language groups demonstrated comparable verbatim 

memory for sentences presented in each story, and typical serial position effects 

associated with embedded information tested for recall or recognition in verbatim 

memory tasks. Such findings do not support suggestions that children in the LI 

group have greater limitations in their ability to remember the exact wording of 

presented sentences than children in the NL group. 

Additional evidence that the LI group was sensitive to verbatim aspects of 

story sentences is found in responses to false recognition items in comparative 

stories. Recall that in Experiment 1, as well as in previous experiments with NL 

groups of children (Reyna & Kiernan, in press), differential recognition associated 

with the presence or absence of familiar words was taken as an indication of 
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children's sensitivity to verbatim aspects of presented sentence. Such differential 

recognition of false items was consistently found in the delayed condition of 

Experiment 2, and did not differ as a function of language group or presentation 

condition. This contrasts with findings from Experiment 1 in which the LI group's 

differential misrecognition of false items in comparative stories occurred only when 

pictures accompanied the auditory presentation of story sentences; the NL group's 

differential misrecognition occurred in all presentation conditions. 

Thus, relative to Experiment 1, comparable recognition by the LI and NL 

groups of verbatim details in presented sentences, and comparable misrecognition 

of false comparative sentences following a delay suggest that detection of verbatim 

details is not an essential deficit for the LI group. It only appears to be such when 

children in LI groups must extract meaning in difficult processing situations such 

as an auditory-only mode of presentation. 

Inferential Reasoning Deficits 

Gist intrusions 

Although both groups of children followed instructions and made their primary 

response differentiation between presented and nonpresented sentences, sensitivity 

to gist-level meaning, including logical inferences, was not absent. Indeed, true 

but nonpresented sentences were misrecognized as having been presented 

substantially more often than sentences that were false. This finding is consistent 
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with previous studies that used similar materials (e.g., Paris & Carter, 1973; Paris 

& Mahoney, 1974; Liben & Posnansky, 1977; Reyna & Kiernan, in press). Reyna 

and Kiernan (in press) have referred to this pattern of responses as "gist intrusion," 

a term used metaphorically to suggest that children's recognition of overall story 

gist has intruded on their verbatim memory for the exact wording of presented 

sentences. 

In the present experiment, it was expected that the relative presence of gist 

intrusions in the two groups would provide indirect information about the LI 

group's sensitivity to inferential meaning involved in the stories. If the LI group 

were indeed less sensitive to meaning contained in implicit, inferential information, 

as suggested by Ellis Weismer (1985), gist intrusions associated with the 

misrecognition of true inferences should be reduced relative to a) the NL group, 

and b) to their own gist intrusions associated with nonpresented paraphrases of 

explicitly presented sentences. However, findings indicated that the amount of 

overall gist intrusion was comparable for both groups of children (14% for NL 

group; 19% for LI group). Moreover, the amount of gist intrusion for each group 

was comparable for both paraphiases and logical inferences. In other words, 

misrecognition of paraphrases and inferences was substantially greater than that of 

false items, but did not differ from one another. Comparable levels of gist 

intrusion associated with paraphrases and inferences support suggestions in 
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Experiment 1 that children in the LI group were sensitive to gist levels of meaning, 

with sensitivity to inferential meaning (inference) no less than sensitivity to 

meaning associated with the presented sentences (paraphrase). 

Thus, as in Experiment 1, findings from the present experiment failed to 

support suggestions that the LI group's a) memory for presented sentences, or b) 

sensitivity to inferential meaning was impaired. Findings did, however, converge 

with those of Experiment 1 to suggest that memory for presented sentences as well 

as extraction of gist-level meaning from auditory information is more difficult for 

the LI group when the task involves meaning rather than verbatim form. For 

example, remembering presented sentences that were embedded was more difficult 

for the LI than for the NL group in Experiment 1 (focus on meaning) but not in 

this experiment (focus on verbatim form). In addition, the LI group's recognition 

of story gist in Experiment 1 was reduced in the auditory-only condition relative to 

its recognition of gist with pictures. In this experiment, no differences were found 

in the LI group's recognition of gist under auditory-only and auditory-plus-picture 

conditions. It appears that tasks requiring children to extract meaning from 

information presented only auditorily are more difficult for the LI group than those 

involving memory for its verbatim form in the same mode. Findings suggest, 

therefore, that it is the task of extracting meaning rather than memory for 

presented versus gist-level information, or even mode of presentation, that posed 

------.----------



the greatest difficulty for the LI group of children in this study. 

Interference 
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In Experiment 1, it had been suggested that difficulties associated with the 

processing of meaning may have interfered with the LI group's encoding of 

verbatim information in presented sentences. In Experiment 2, there was also 

evidence that the processing of meaning may have interfered with the LI group's 

access to verbatim memory for presented information already encoded. Such 

evidence is suggested by a comparison of each group's ability to differentiate, as 

per instruction, presented from non presented sentences. 

Differentiation of presented from nonpresented sentences 

Recall that recognition of presented sentences did not differ across language 

groups. Nevertheless, in spite of accurate memory for story sentences, the LI 

group was less likely than the NL group to differentiate sentences that they heard 

and correctly recognized from nonpresented sentences. In other words, they were 

significantly more likely than the NL group to report that the story contained 

sentences that had not actually been presented. Moreover, between-group 

differences in the ability to differentiate presented from nonpresented sentences 

increased with age, with substantially greater differentiation occurring with each 

age level (8-, 9-, lO-year-olds) in the NL but not the LI group. Thus, children in 

the NL group were better able to make the task-appropriate differentiation with 



each increase in age whereas children in the LI group made no age-related 

improvements in differentiation. 
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Given comparably accurate memory for presented sentences, why might 

children in the LI group be less likely than those in the NL group to differentiate 

nonpresented sentences from presented ones? One possibility is suggested by 

Experiment 1 where difficulties associated with the processing of meaning in the 

auditory-only presentation condition appeared to interfere with the recognition of 

presented sentences. Such difficulties suggest that at points where children may be 

considering meaning (e.g., making a judgment about a paraphrase or an inference 

relevant to the story), the amount of processing (hence "noise") is increased 

relative to processing associated with making a verbatim-memory match with a 

presented sentence. And, with increased processing, children's ability to access 

the verbatim-memory representation of the presented sentence in order to compare 

it with gist-level information (and thereby reject it) may be reduced. 

Stochastic dependency analyses support the suggestion that the NL group was 

better able to consult its verbatim memory of presented sentences and consequently 

reject those that were new, even if these nonpresented sentences were true of the 

story. Specifically, tests of conditional probabilities of verbatim-gist item pairs 

indicated that memory for the presented sentence of children in the NL group was 

inversely related to their erroneous recognition of associated gist-level information. 

- - .--......... -------------_._-------
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In other words, the NL group was less likely to misrecognize a nonpresented item 

when it correctly recognized a presented one than when it did not. Thus, memory 

for presented sentences appeared to help children in the NL group reject associated 

gist. Evidently, these children were able to compare incoming recognition 

sentences against their accurate verbatim record and thereby reject sentence strings 

that did not match. 

The same conditionalized tests of the LI group's responses to verbatim-gist 

pairs indicated that memory for presented sentences and memory for gist were 

either positively associated or independent. When responses were positive, this 

indicated that misrecognition of nonpresented gist was more likely when children 

correctly remembered the presented sentences than when they did not. And, when 

responses were independent, it indicated that children's memory for the presented 

sentence did not help or hinder the rejection of nonpresented gist. Thus, for 

children in the LI group, memory for the presented sentence did not appear to help 

them reject (i.e., gate out) nonpresented information, perhaps because the verbatim 

memory representation was not consulted. In fact, if children in the LI group were 

involved in considering the meaningfulness of the nonpresented recognition 

sentence, a task that was difficult for them in Experiment 1, "noise" associated 

with such processing may have been sufficient to keep children from consulting 

their accurate verbatim memory for presented sentences and using this memory to 
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reject other true but nonpresented sentences. 

Because the task in this experiment was to recognize presented sentences, and 

because children in the LI group made this recognition on a par with children in 

the NL group, it may appear that deficits in differentiation are unimportant, 

especially if the nonpresented information is true. However, if children do not 

recognize the source of the information they are internalizing, (i.e., whether it 

comes from the story or from themselves), there are consequences that can 

influence their processing and comprehension of the information in question. As 

Ackerman (1992) suggests, if an inference made by a child 

... assumes the status of explicit fact, revisions to make the story 

more coherent would be unlikely (cf. Beal, 1990 a,b), alternative 

explanations would not be considered (cf. Ackerman & Jackson, 

1991; Acredolo & Horobin, 1987), inference modification as events 

unfold could not occur (Ackerman, Jackson, & Sherrill, 1991),. and 

the child might not even detect event inconsistency (cf. Markman, 

1979; Wagoner, 1983). (p. 90-91) 

Given that the older children in the LI group in Experiment 2 were less likely 

than agemates in the NL group to distinguish between factual, stated sentences and 

gist-level information that must be inferred, further investigation of this 

metacognitive ability in children with impaired-language skills is warranted. Better 

-----------------------_._--
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understanding of source differentiation is especially important because present 

findings indicated that deficits in differentiation in the LI group were not 

circumvented with supplementary information (e.g., pictures), and did not improve 

with age. If the presence of this deficit is corroborated in children with impaired

language skills, it may be found to correlate with reading and reasoning deficits 

found in academic settings where revision and editing skill become critical as 

textual materials in the curriculum become increasingly long, complex, and 

decontextualized . 

One issue that remained to be resolved from Experiment 1 was the role that 

pictures played in improving the LI group's performance. Did they improve 

verbatim memory for presented information, especially the embedded premise? 

Or, did they help the child to extract semantic content from presented sentences 

and thereby reduce the difficulty in processing information? Findings from 

Experiment 2 indicate that the presence of pictures did not increase children's 

memory for any of the presented information, even the embedded premise. 

Pictures also failed to increase the children's ability to differentiate the presented 

sentences from other true but nonpresented sentences. What pictures appeared to 

do was increase both groups' ability to reject false information. This finding 

suggests that pictures helped all children appreciate the overall meaning of the 

stories and improve their ability to perceive that false sentences violated that 



meaning. This is consistent with suggestions in Experiment that pictures helped 

children to extract semantic content from the auditory presentation of story 

sentences. 

Conclusions 
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In summary, findings indicated that there were two between-group differences 

involved in Experiment 2. First, the LI and the NL groups differed in their 

abilities to differentiate presented from nonpresented sentences. Second, stochastic 

dependency analyses suggested that the two groups differed in terms of the 

relationship that existed between recognizing presented information and appearing 

to use it to reject other sentences that had not been presented. There were, 

however, no between-group differences in Experiment 2 that involved verbatim 

memory for presented sentences, retention of sentence information over a one-week 

delay, amount of gist intrusions, or differentia! sensitivity to sentences with 

familiar versus novel wording. Neither did the presence or absence of pictures 

affect the two language groups differentially. Overall, findings from Experiment 2 

converged with those of Experiment 1 in a) failing to provide evidence that 

memory limitations or inferential reasoning deficits were associated with the LI 

group's responses, and b) suggesting that reduced differentiation by the LI group 

of presented from nonpresented sentences may reflect interference effects related to 

difficulties associated with the processing of meaning. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

General Discussion and Conclusions 

Experiments 1 and 2 assess the ability of children with impaired language skills 

to recognize verbatim- and gist-level information in short, descriptive passages 

referred to as ;'stories." Consistent with prior research, recognition of 

nonpresented, gist-level information by these children was poorer than recognition 

of the same information by children developing language normally. So also was 

their recognition of verbatim-level information found in sentences presented in the 

stories. Nevertheless, findings from both experiments indicated that these 

performance deficits were modifiable, that is, they could be eliminated when task 

conditions were altered. 

When pictures accompanied story sentences in the auditory-plus-picture 

condition, the LI groups did not differ from NL groups in their recognition of 

verbatim- and gist-level information at either immediate or delayed time of test. In 

fact, even when pictures were not used, the LI group's recognition of the exact 

wording of presented sentences did not differ from that of the NL group when the 

children were instructed to focus on verbatim form rather than meaning in 

Experiment 2. Moreover, between-group differences that did occur, were 

associated with the initial acquisition of information rather than its retention over 

time. Such findings argue against suggestions that limitations in memory 
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(Graybeal, 1981) or inferential reasoning abilities (Ellis Weismer, 1985) account for 

children's deficits on tasks such as those reported in this study. 

Instead, findings suggest that the abilities of LI groups of children to remember 

story information and reason with it appear to be intact. Nevertheless, these 

abilities appear to be susceptible to disruptions not observed in the NL groups. 

The source of these disruptions appears to lie in a) difficulties that these children 

have in extracting meaning from linguistic forms, and b) the interference that such 

difficulties pose for the processing of story sentences for verbatim-level 

information. 

Thus, in Experiment 1, where children were instructed to focus on meaning, 

findings suggested that difficulties in processing input sentences for gist in the 

auditory-only presentation condition interfered with the LI group's encoding of 

verbatim-level information associated with sentences embedded in each story. 

Because encoding of the embedded information was needed to recognize 

paraphrases of these sentences as well as logical inferences, recognition of overall 

story gist was also reduced. In Experiment 2, where children were instructed to 

focus on verbatim form, children's incidental consideration of story gist may also 

have interfered with the LI group's ability to access verbatim memory for 

presented sentences in order to reject nonpresented sentences that were also true of 

the story. 
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However, although the LI group showed reduced recognition of embedded 

sentences that were presented in the story in Experiment 1, embedded sentences 

were no more reduced for the LI than for the NL group in the auditory-only 

condition of Experiment 2 where the task was to recognize verbatim wording of 

the same stories. Consequently, findings indicated that reduced recognition of 

embedded information in the auditory-only condition could not be attributed 

exclusively to auditory-processing problems. Had auditory processing of linguistic 

stimuli been the sole basis for processing problems, difficulties should have been 

present under both task conditions. 

Neither did cognitive difficulties in extracting gist appear to be the sole basis 

for processing problems. In fact, the LI group's performance in the auditory-plus

picture condition of Experiment 1 indicated that once embedded sentences 

presented in the story were encoded (in this case with the aid of pictures), 

subsequent recognition of story gist associated with both presented and inferential 

information by the LI group did not differ from that of the NL group. 

Instead, the difficulties that the LI group had in encoding (Experiment 1) and 

recognizing (Experiment 2) verbatim-level information in the presence of apparent 

meaning processing point to weak gist-processing skills. Children with impaired 

language skills appeared to have underlying difficulties in mapping the arbitrary, 

conventional symbols of auditory language onto underlying meaning. It is posited 

.. - .. __ ._ .. _-_. ---
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here that such mapping difficulties are associated with greater processing, hence 

greater processing "noise," when this mapping process is involved (i.e., tasks of 

extracting gist) relative to when it is not (i.e., tasks of verbatim memory). It is 

further posited that this "noise" can interfere with the LI groups' processing of 

verbatim aspects of story sentences. 

Thus, the major differences between LI and NL groups of children in this 

study involved performance deficits associated with gist-extraction difficulties, 

especially in auditory-only presentation conditions, rather than essential problems 

with memory for information or the ability to reason with it. Moreover, because 

there were no between-group differences in forgetting rate over the one-week 

delay, deficits were associated with the acquisition rather than retention of 

information. 

Importantly, however, manipulations that altered processing requirements 

appeared to reduce the difficulty of extracting gist and thereby improve the LI 

group's recognition of verbatim- and gist-level information associated with story 

sentences. Two experimental manipulations in the present study appeared to 

reduce such processing difficulty: a) instructing children to remember the exact 

wording of sentences rather than story gist, and b) supplementing story sentences 

with pictures. 

Although not suggested as a therapy technique, instructions to focus on 
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verbatim form of presented sentences and disregard meaning represent a simple 

way to experimentally decrease children's purposeful attempts to extract story gist. 

When these instructions were used in Experiment 2, findings indicated that the LI 

group did not differ from the NL group in terms of memory for presented 

sentences, even those that were embedded. This was true regardless of the 

presence or absence of pictures during story presentation. 

Processing difficulties associated with gist extraction in the LI group also 

appeared to be reduced by the presence of pictures in Experiment 1. In that 

experiment, it is likely that increased recognition of story gist occurred in the 

picture condition because pictures helped to constrain sentence meaning for the LI 

group, and thereby reduce the processing t'noise" required without pictures to map 

meaning onto linguistic forms. According to this account, pictures helped children 

to gain meaning from the presented sentences by limiting the meaning options that 

they had to consider when extracting gist from linguistic forms. Pictures may also 

have reduced the children's need to manipulate story information in order to 

cognitively represent relationships of persons and objects involved in presented 

sentences. In this way, the meaning of presented sentences became more 

accessible and more extensive processing could be dedicated to verbatim elements 

of surface form. 

It is likely, therefore, that the combination of pictures plus words in the 
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present study helped to constrain the meaning options that children had to consider 

in sentences presented in each story. Furthermore, pictures may have 

disambiguated sentence elements onto which meaning must be mapped and 

circumvented the need for the LI group to construct or manipulate the spatial and 

comparative relations involved in each one. In combination, pictures and words 

appeared to mutually illuminate and constrain the interpretation of one another, an 

apparent benefit for children with impaired language skills. And, with presented 

sentence meaning constrained, and processing "noise" thereby reduced, the LI 

group's encoding of story form and content proceeded like that of the NL group. 

Moreover, it is posited that the reduction in processing "noise" associated with gist 

extraction led to a reduction in the interference that had inhibited the encoding of 

embedded story sentences and the simultaneous extraction of related gist. The net 

result appeared to be a more complete understanding in the auditory-plus-picture 

condition of the essential meaning of story information. Findings from this 

presentation condition in Experiment 1 are consistent with a reduction in 

"reasoning-to-memory" or "gist-to-verbatim" interference described by Brainerd 

and Reyna (1993) and Reyna (in press) in recent studies of NL groups of children. 

Findings that pictures facilitated gist recognition in the present study contrast 

with previous studies in which gist-recognition deficits by LI groups were either 

increased (Ellis Weismer, 1985) or unaltered (Bishop & Adams, 1992) in the picture 
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relative to verbal condition. In fact, it was the reduced gist recognition in picture 

conditions that led previous investigators such as Ellis Weismer (1985) to conclude 

that inferential reasoning deficits in LI groups were not confined to language, but 

reflected a nonverbal, cognitive deficit instead. However, in previous studies, 

pictures were the sole means of communicating story information, and in isolation, 

pictures can be ambiguous, containing numerous elements that are not necessarily 

made explicit in a given premise. Thus, instead of constraining the number of 

meaningful options children have to consider, pictures may have increased them. 

Consequently, when pictures were used alone, children might not have encoded 

those elements that were later queried verbally. 

Although the overall levels of gist extraction by the LI group came into the 

normal range in the picture condition of Experiment 1, it is important to note that 

stochastic dependencies between gist-level items suggested that story information 

was not as completely integrated by the LI group as it was by the NL group. 

Specifically, the likelihood of the LI group's recognition of the true paraphrase was 

found to be generally independent of recognition of the true inference. Thus, the 

probability of recognizing one of these gist-level items was not associated with 

recognizing the other any more than would be predicted by chance alone. Such 

findings of independence between these two forms of story gist contrast with 

dependencies in the NL group where recognition of the true paraphrase was usually 
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positively associated with recognizing the true inference. Independence of these 

two gist-level items in the LI group further contrasts with positive dependencies in 

their own recognition of verbatim- and gist-level items (e.g., true premise - true 

inference). Findings that stochastic dependencies between the two gist-level items 

were predominantly independent whereas dependencies between verbatim- and gist

level items were positive suggest that children with impaired language skills may 

base responses more on recognition of premise meaning than on an integrated 

understanding of overall story meaning. Such findings indicate that the recognition 

of meaning by the LI group at one level of a verbatim-to-gist continuum does not 

necessarily predict its recognition of meaning at another. 

Caution in predicting gist recognition across sentences should be extended to 

predicting gist recognition across story types. Specifically, recognition and 

retention of gist in spatial stories was superior to recognition and retention of gist 

in comparative ones for both groups of children. Across Experiments 1 and 2, 

both LI and NL groups of children were a) more likely to extract the gist of spatial 

stories, and b) more likely to remember the verbatim wording of comparative 

stories. Findings paralleled those reported earlier by Reyna and Kiernan (in press) 

in which NL groups of children appeared to rely more on gist to answer questions 

in spatial stories and more on verbatim familiarity in comparative stories. Such 

replicated response patterns indicate that the impact that distinct materials have on 

----------------------_._- .. 
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children's memory and reasoning should not be taken for granted; demonstrations 

of gist extraction with one type of material may not generalize to gist extraction 

with another. Researchers as well as educational professionals will have to 

consider a) the degree to which different types of materials and relationships lend 

themselves to the relative extraction of verbatim- or gist-level information, and b) 

the implications such extraction tendencies have for long-term retention. 

The picture of sensitivity by children with impaired language skills to verbal 

information along a verbatim-to-gist continuum that has resulted from these two 

experiments is complex and interactive. Recognition responses depended as much 

on the type of material, time of test, and encoding instructions as on the language 

skills of the children themselves. In this regard, the predictions of fuzzy trace 

theory (Brainerd & Reyna, 1990, in press-b) were particularly useful in sorting out 

the nature of recognition responses by both groups of children, and making 

inferences about underlying sensitivity of each group to different types of verbal 

information. 

For example, one of the key concepts of fuzzy trace theory is its claim that all 

of the information to which children ,are exposed is encoded verbatim and 

simultaneously "mined" for underlying meaning, senses, and patterns along a 

verbatim-to-gist continuum, with the products of this "mining" operation encoded 

as independent memory representations. An important implication of the 

- - ----,,-,----------------
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simultaneous nature of extracting information along this continuum is that the 

processing of one level of information can interfere with processing of another. In 

fact, one of the distinctive features of fuzzy trace theory is its postulation that 

processing and responding have consequences. Specifically, they produce "noise" 

that feeds back through the system, with the potential for creating output 

interference. Studies with children (Brainerd & Reyna, 1993; Reyna, in press) 

have demonstrated that experimental manipulations that emphasize memory for 

verbatim details can interfere with recognition of gist ("verbatim-to-gist" 

interference) just as emphasis on reasoning can interfere with memory for verbatim 

details ("gist-to-verbatim" interference). Findings from Experiment 1 (e.g., the LI 

group's differential recognition of the second sentence in the auditory-plus-picture 

but not in the auditory-only condition) and Experiment 2 (e.g., the LI group's 

reduced differentiation of presented sentences from nonpresented sentences -

relative to the NL group) are compatible with an interpretation of "gist-to

verbatim" interference. 

Another tenet of fuzzy trace theory is that verbatim information is more likely 

to be forgotten over time than gist. The prediction that gist is resistant to the 

processes of forgetting was particularly important in the present experiment as it 

provided a criterion for judging whether or not gist had been extracted. If gist

level meaning was encoded, it was expected to be available to guide responses at 
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long-term retention. If, however, presented information was encoded using rote, 

verbatim memory, the information was expected to be less available following a 

one-week delay. The greater delayed retention of gist-level meaning in spatial 

stories versus the verbatim elements of surface form in comparative stories 

exemplified this prediction. 

Not only were response levels for different types of information predicted by 

fuzzy trace theory, so also were most of the stochastic relationships (dependencies) 

among responses. When instructions requested children to answer questions based 

on their memory for story meaning in Experiment I, most responses were 

positively associated for both LI an5f NL groups of children. Such positivity was 

predicted because subjects were instructed to answer only on the basis of story 

meaning. The presence of independence between the true paraphrase and true 

inference in the LI group's responses had not, however, been predicted, nor was it 

found in the NL group. Such independence provides evidence that underlying 

recognition of story meaning may not be as integrated by the LI group as mean 

levels of responses suggest. 

Stochastic dependencies in Experiment 2 were also consistent with fuzzy trace 

theory. However, in that experiment, independence of verbatim and gist-level 

responses was predicted because children were instructed to remember the verbatim 

strings rather than story meaning. And, in contrast to positive dependencies found 
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in Experiment 1 where children were instructed to remember story meaning, 

findings reflected a prevailing independence in the stochastic relationships between 

responses to verbatim and gist-level items. In verbatim-gist pairs, however, 

negative dependencies were found in the NL group's responses where 

independence was found in the LI group's responses. 

On the surface, the presence of negative dependencies in the NL group's 

responses to pairs of verbatim- and gist-level items in the same experiment is not 

consistent with fuzzy-trace theory's predictions of independence. However, if 

verbatim representations were used to make judgments about both verbatim and 

gist-level items, then fuzzy trace theory would also predict negative dependence in 

a verbatim-memory task. Specifically, if children consulted their verbatim-memory 

representations to make judgments about the true paraphrase, they would not find a 

verbatim string that matched. Their response, based on the mismatch, would be to 

reject the item as having previously been presented. Recognizing mismatches 

would therefore produce negative dependencies among responses that were solely 

based on verbatim memory representations. 

However, negative dependencies are not frequently found. Previous research 

with 8- and 9-year-old NL groups (Reyna & Kiernan, in press) found that 

responses to similar items in a verbatim-memory condition were predominantly 

independent. Evidently, in a slightly older NL group that included lO-year-olds, 
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verbatim memory representations may be more available or accessed than in 

younger children, and may be used to help them differentiate presented from 

nonpresented information (i.e., gate out the intrusions of other meaningful but task

irrelevant information). The lack of negative dependencies in the responses of the 

LI group suggests that the verbatim information that was available to them did not 

help them to differentiate between what they actually heard and sentences that had 

not been presented. 

Overall, fuzzy trace theory provided a fruitful conceptual framework within 

which to investigate verbatim memory and gist extraction for information found in 

verbal materials. Until now, most of the research that has been guided by fuzzy 

trace theory has been done with children developing language skills normally. The 

present study suggests that its predictions are applicable to the study of children 

with impaired-language skills as well. 

One of the implications of fuzzy trace theory is that L1e evaluation of language 

comprehension must necessarily be broad, with stimuli that are capable of detecting 

sensitivity to the multiple levels of information along the verbatim-to-gist 

continuum (e.g., factual form, factual meaning, logical inferences, meaning 

violations). Furthermore, because verbatim- and gist-level information succumb to 

different fates at the hands of time (i.e., gist tends to endure; verbatim tends to be 

forgotten), comprehension measures should include a substantial delay so that the 
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relative retention of different levels of information can be measured. 

Ultimately, the measure of different levels of information and the inclusion of 

time as a factor in evaluation will reduce inappropriate inferences about what 

children have understood by limiting the degree to which comprehension of one 

type of information needs to be inferred from another (e.g., evaluating a child's 

comprehension of stated facts [verbatim] will not necessarily provide valid or 

reliable information about the comprehension of logical inferences or other gist

levels of meaning). In light of the findings from the dependency analysis of the LI 

group in Experiment 1, even the assessment of comprehension of one level of gist 

does not necessarily imply that other levels of gist have also been understood. 

Clearly, further research into the nature of memory for information along a 

verbatim-to-gist continuum is important in order to increase the accuracy with 

which we are able to evaluate the multifaceted nature of children'S comprehension. 

In addition, if findings are corroborated that children in LI groups are less 

likely to integrate information presented to them in stories than other children, as 

suggested by the stochastic dependency analyses in Experiment 1, further attempts 

to probe the underlying representation upon which responses are based may prove 

to have predictive and remedial utility in clinical and educational settings. For 

example, comprehension measures might include indices of informational 

integration, with source and level of comprehension items identified. The tendency 
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of children to relate different types of information (e.g., demonstrate joint 

recognition of paraphrases and inferences as well as paraphrases and premises) 

could, therefore, be evaluated. Findings that comprehension of gist-level 

information appeared to be predicated on stated premises rather than on an 

appreciation for overall meaning across premises suggest the need to specifically 

target integration skills in addition to comprehension of sentences and main ideas. 

A limitation of the present study is that the passages used were short. And, if 

difficulty in processing meaning is posited, such difficulty may increase with 

amount of information to be processed. Indeed, the susceptibility of embedded 

sentence information to processing-related interference in Experiment 1 suggests 

that similar information in even longer texts of discourse may be particularly 

vulnerable. Such susceptibility to interference is an area that warrants further 

research. In fact, further research of sensitivity by LI groups of children to 

verbatim- and gist-level information in more lengthy and complex materials would 

provide a useful extension of current findings obtained with short passages and 

reduced linguistic complexity. It would also extend current information about the 

extraction of inferences at the local level (across contiguous premises) to include 

more global inferences that must be drawn across premises that are more widely 

separated in the text. 

Another limitation is that the type of stories (i.e., spatial, comparative) selected 



for this study involved relationships with which children with impaired language 

skills have documented difficulty (e.g., Savich, 1984; Johnston & Ellis Weismer, 

1983; Wiig & Semel, 1976, 1980). Additional studies with other types of 

information and relationships would help to determine whether difficulties in 

extracting meaning are associated with general processing of meaning or are 

restricted to certain types of relational information. 
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In conclusion, findings indicate that children with impaired language skills can 

and do extract multiple levels of meaning along a verbatim-to-gist continuum of 

verbal information, but that the extraction and processing of meaningful gist is 

difficult and interferers with verbatim processing, especially when they must 

depend on auditory input alone. Fortunately, essentially intact memory and 

reasoning skills appear to be available for these children to work with when they 

are aided in mapping meaning onto form. Future attempts to expand educational 

options that facilitate children's extraction of meaning and thereby reduce 

concomitant interference appear to hold promise for helping this population of 

children more effectively access the content of their linguistic experience. 



I . Skills in 
communication 

2. Organization , 
purpose, and 
control 

3. Wealth of ideas 

4. Amount of 
language (re
gardless of 
quality of 
language) 

5. Vocabulary 

6. Quality of 
listening 

7. Quality of 
structure 

APPENDIX A 
Loban Oral Language Scale* 

No awareness of listen
ers; speaks without any 
effort to evoke under
standing from others; 
pace of words and 
inflection of voice not 
adjusted to listeners 

Rambles; no sense of 
order or of getting to 
the point; rattles on 
without purpose; cannot 
tell a story in proper 
sequence 

Never expresses an idea ; 
appears dull and unima
ginative; doesn't origi
nate suggestions or plans 
during play periods 

Seldom talks; exception
ally quiet; needs to be 
prompted to talk 

Uses a meager vocabu
lary, far below that of 
most children this age ; 
inarticulate; mute 

Inattentive; easily dis
tracted; seldom attends 
to the spoken language 
of others 

Omissions of structural 
elements, including 
word endings; uses only 
simple, active, declara
tive sentences; word 
order difficulties in ques
tion formations 

1 2 3 4 5 

I 2 3 4 5 

I 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

I 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

*Loban, W . Language Ability in the Middle- Gf'8dc8 of 8cmcntary School. U.S. Office of Education (1%1 ). 

Adjusts pace of and 
inflection to listener; 
is aware of need to 
make self understood 
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Plans what is said; gets 
to the point; controls 
language; can tell a 
story in proper 
sequence 

Expresses ideas on dif
ferent topics; makes 
suggestions on what 
to do and how to 
carry out class plans; 
shows imagination 
and creativity in play 

Talks freely, fre
quently, and easily; 
talks almost all the 
time, if permitted 

Uses a rich variety of 
words; has an excep
tionally large and 
growing vocabulary; 
speaks -fluently 

Superior attentiveness 
and understanding of 
spoken language. 

Includes all structural 
elements; mature 
sentence patterns; 
maintains constant 
tense reference within 
a paragraph or story; 
mature use of phrases 
and clauses and 
conjunctions 

C 1914. 1916 by c-......... lllilJo Sllilds.. lo,c 

nu pa,- -Y tie._- tor ~,-1 ... 



APPENDIX B 
Text of Acquisition Passages 

Old 

The boy is inside the plane. 
The plane is higher than the trees. 
The boy is excited. 

The bird is inside the cage. 
The cage is under the table. 
The bird has beautiful feathers. 

The picture is on the sign. 
The sign is in front of the house. 
The picture is of a car. 

The flowers are on the dresser. 
The dresser is below the light. 
The flowers are very beautiful. 

Old 

The log is heavier than the brick. 
The brick is heavier than the rock. 
The brick is made of clay. 

The lion is older than the bear. 
The bear is older than the tiger. 
The tiger lives in the zoo. 

The orange is bigger than the apple. 
The apple is bigger than the peach. 
The peach is ripe and juicy. 

The cocoa is hotter than the tea. 
The tea is hotter than the coffee. 
The cocoa is very sweet. 

Spatial 
New 

The book is in the box. 
The box is behind the door. 
The book is a birthday present. 

The bone is in the box. 
The box is on the bed. 
The bone is big and chewy. 

The butterfly is on the kite. 
The kite is in front of the picnic basket. 
The butterfly is very still. 

The toothpaste is in the bowl. 
The bowl is under the sink. 
The toothpaste is almost gone. 

Comparative 
New 

The rope is longer than the hose. 
The hose is longer than the ladder. 
The rope is rough and brown. 

Sue is taller than her brother. 
Her brother is taller than the pony. 
Sue is alomost grown up. 

The bus driver is fatter than the painter . 
The painter is fatter than the farmer. 
The bus driver loves to drive busses. 

The squirrel is faster than the rabbit. 
The rabbit is faster than the fox. 
The squirrel has a long tail. 
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Spatial Story 

"The toothpaste is in the bowl. " 

Comparative Story 

APPENDIX C 
Sample Passage Pictures 

l~I 
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"The bowl is under the sink. " 

I - -----...... -._ . 
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"The bus driver is fatter than the painter." "The painter is fatter than the farmer. " 
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APPENDIX D 
Instructions for Yes/No Responses: Experiment 1 

Experimenter says: 

-
a. I'm going to read you some stories. I want you to try to understand the stories. Think about 

what the story ~. 

b. Then, I'll ask you some questions about what happened in the story. Tell me if what I say is 
true in the story. 

c. Say "m" if that's what the story meant. Say "no" if the story didn't mean what I say. OK? 

Let's do one together. Now, think about what the story means. 

The firecracker is louder than the stereo. 
The stereo is louder than the phone. 
The firecracker is hidden in the drawer. 

Now, was the stereo louder than the firecracker? 

(Wait for answer [should be No]. Give feedback re: accuracy, then say:) The firecracker was louder 
than the stereo. 

Now, was the stereo louder than the phone? 

(Wait for answer [should be YES]. Give feedback re: accuracy, then say:) The stereo was louder than 
the phone. The story said that. 

Now, was the firecracker louder than the phone? 

(Wait for answer [should be YES]. Give feedback re accuracy, then say:) The story didn't exactly 
say that, did it? The story actually said that 'The firecracker was louder than the stereo' and that 'the 
stereo was louder than the phone.' But all of that means that the firecracker was louder than the phone. 
So you should say 'yes.' 

OK. Let's start. Listen carefully. You can ask questions if you don't understand, but I can only say 
the stories and questions once. Ready? 
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APPENDIX E 
Means and Standard Deviations: Experiment 1 

LI Group: Spatial 

No Pictures Pictures 

Im. Del. Im. Del. 

TPl X(sd) 86(.21) 83(.26) 100(.00) 89(.19) 

TPara X(sd) 62(.29) 58(.33) 74(.27) 78(.21) 

TI X(sd) 64(.25) 64(.33) 84(.15) 85(.16) 

FP X(sd) 26(.21) 29(.26) 22(.23) 31(.22) 

FPara X(sd) 29(.25) 29(.33) 12(.18) 12(.20) 

FI X(sd) 26(.28) 36(.29) 15(.20) 23(.23) 

LI Group: Comparative 

No Pictures Pictures 

Im. Del. Im. Del. 

TPl X(sd) 82(.18) 69(.22) 87(.19) 82(.20) 

TPara X(sd) 56(.24) 52(.21) 81(.18) 62(.33) 

TI X(sd) 77(.23) 72(.16) 97(.16) 81(.18) 

FP X(sd) 19(.24) 31(.24) 21(.24) 26(.25) 

FPara X(sd) 36(.26) 36(.19) 18(.22) 46(.30) 

FI X(sd) 28(.27) 30(.17) 17(.24) 27(.27) 
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APPENDIX E - continued 

NL Group: Spatial Stories 

No Pictures Pic-tures 

Im. Del. Im. Del. 

TPl X(sd) 98(.09) 93(.13) 100(.00) 98(.06) 

TPara X(sd) 76(.35) 79(.24) 83(.25) 86(.19) 

TI X(sd) 82(.28) 84(.22) 94(.13) 94(. 12) 

FP X(sd) 19(.23) 22(.18) 15(. 19) 17(.14) 

FPara X(sd) 10(.14) 12(.15) 06(.14) 09(.15) 

FI X(sd) 08(.14) 14(.21) 08(.20) 10(.15) 

NL Group: Comparative Stories 

No Pictures Pictures 

Im. Del . Im. Del. 

TPl X(sd) 94(.15) 78(.23) 99(.06) 80(.19) 

TPara X(sd) 87(.21) 70( .30) 77(.18) 76(. 18) 

TI X(sd) 90( .16) 87(.16) 95(.10) 91(.18) 

FP X(sd) 06(.15) 19(.18) 00(.00) 20(.16) 

FPara X(sd) 12(.16) 34(.27) 05(.10) 30(.27) 

FI X(sd) 11(.16) 12(.16) 05(.10) 06(.11 ) 



APPENDIX F 
Conditional Probability Analyses: Experiment 1 

LI grouQ resQonses to SQatial stories with Qictures (immediate condition} 

TPI-TPara Tn-TPara TPl-TI TP2-TI TPara-TI TPI-TP2 

Joint 
Probability .73 .62 .81 .73 .67 .81 

Marginal 
Product .NA* .59 .NA .66 .59 .NA 

Relation * * * p p * 

Likelihood Ratio 
(alpha Level) .NA .32 .NA .Ol .01 .NA 

LI group resQQnses to comQarative stories with Qictures (immediate condition} 

TPI-TPara Tn-TPara TPl-TI TP2-TI TPara-TI TPI-Tn 

Joint 
Probability .75 .70 .78 .73 .75 .75 

Marginal 
Product .72 .68 .77 .73 . 71 .73 

Relation * * * * * * 

Likelihood Ratio 
(alpha Level) . IO .32 .82 .85 .10 .40 

Note: NA = not available; children ' s responses fell into only two of four cells precluding further contingency analysis. -0\ 
U\ 



APPEND IX F - Continued 

LI group responses to spatial stories with no pictures (immediate condition) 

.TPI-TPara .TP2-TPara .TPI-TI .TP2-TI .TPara-TI .TP1 -TP2 

Joint 
Probability .55 .45 .50 .47 .40 .60 

Marginal 
Product .50 .38 .50 .37 .35 .54 

Relation p p * p I p 

Likelihood Ratio 
(alpha Level) .04 .02 .60 .01 .10 .01 

LI group responses to comparative stories with no pictures (immediate condition) 

TPI-TPara TP2-TPara TPI-TI TP2-TI TPara-TI TPI-TP2 

Joint 
Probability .53 .52 .68 .63 .50 .60 

Marginal 
Product .48 .42 .64 .57 .42 .60 

Relation * p p p T * 

Likelihood Ratio 
(alpha Level) .10 .01 .04 .02 . 10 .96 

-0-.. 
0-.. 



APPENDIX F - Continued 

LI group responses to spatial stories with pictures (delayed condition} 

.TPl-TPara .TP2-TPara .TPl -TI .TP2-TI 

Joint 
Probability .69 .69 .73 .77 

Marginal 
Product .67 .67 .69 .70 

Relation * * * p 

Likelihood Ratio 
(alpha Level) . IO .31 .06 .01 

LI group responses to comparative stories with pictures (delayed condition} 

TPl -TPara TP2-TPara TPI -TI TP2-TI 

Joint 
Probability .53 .48 .68 .53 

Marginal 
Product .52 .36 .68 .47 

Relation * p * p 

Likelihood Ratio 
(alpha Level) .81 .01 .88 .02 

.TPara-TI 

.60 

.56 

T 

.20 

TPara-TI 

.53 

.52 

T 

.51 

.TPI-TP2 

.85 

.84 

* 

.35 

TP1 -TP2 

.47 

.48 

* 

.41 

..... 
°' .....J 



APPENDIX F - Continued 

LI group responses to spatial stories with no pictures {delayed condition) 

.TPl -TPara .TP2-TPara .TPI-TI .TP2-TI .TPara-TI .TP1-TP2 

Joint 
Probability .53 .49 .51 .55 .40 .62 

Marginal 
Product .50 .44 .50 .44 .35 .63 

Relation * p * p T * 

Likelihood Ratio 
( alpha Level) .19 .04 .60 .01 .10 .92 

LI group responses to comparative stories with no pictures {delayed condition) 

.TPl-TPara .TP2-TPara .TPl-TI .TP2-TI .TPara-TI .TP1 -TP2 

Joint 
Probability .38 .38 .53 .47 .45 .38 

Marginal 
Product .37 .32 .50 .43 .38 .42 

Relation I p I I p 

Likelihood Ratio 
(alpha Level) .73 .04 .24 .20 .02 .20 

-O"I 
00 



APPENDIX F - Continued 

NL group responses to spatial stories with pictures (immediate condition) 

.TPl-TPara .Tn-TPara .TPl -TI .Tn-TI .TPara-TI .TPl-Tn 

Joint 
Probability .75 .75 .87 .85 .73 .96 

Marginal 
Product .NA .72 .NA .84 .65 .NA 

Relation * p * * p * 

Likelihood Ratio 
(alpha Level) .NA .02 .NA .20 .01 .NA 

NL group responses to comparative stories with pictures (immediate condition) 

.TPl-TPara .Tn-TPara .TPl-TI .TP2-TI .TPara-TI .TPI -Tn 

Joint 
Probability .75 .75 .93 .95 .73 .93 

Marginal 
Product .75 .73 .93 .90 .73 .93 

Relation * * * * * * 

Likelihood Ratio 
(alpha Level) .46 .10 .75 .57 .69 .75 

,-... 
O'\ 
\0 



APPENDIX F - Continued 

NL group responses to spatial stories with no pictures (immediate condition) 

.TPl-TPara .TP2-TPara .TPl-TI .TP2-TI .TPara-TI .TP1 -TP2 

Joint 
Probability .66 .66 .77 .79 .62 .89 

Marginal 
Product .65 .60 .77 .72 .52 .89 

Relation * p * p p * 

Likelihood Ratio 
(alpha Level) .14 .01 .49 .01 .01 .65 

NL group responses to comparative stories with no pictures (immediate condition) 

.TPl-TPara .TP2-TPara .TPl-TI .TP2-TI .TPara-TI .TP1-TP2 

Joint 
Probability .82 .80 .85 .78 .82 .80 

Marginal 
Product .81 .76 .84 .78 .78 . 81 

Relation * p * * p * 

Likelihood Ratio 
(alpha Level) .51 .02 .37 .81 .02 .28 

-......J 
0 



APPENDIX F - Continued 

NL group responses to spatial stories with pictures {delayed condition) 

.TPI-TPara .TP2-TPara .TPI -TI .TP2-TI .TPara-TI .TPI-TP2 

Joint 
Probability .80 .75 .88 .79 .79 .81 

Marginal 
Product .NA .66 .NA .72 .73 .NA 

Relation * p * p p * 

Likelihood Ratio 
(alpha Level) .NA .01 .NA .01 .01 .NA 

NL group responses to comparative stories with pictures {delayed condition) 

.TPI-TPara .TP2-TPara .TPI-TI .TP2-TI .TPara-TI .TPI-TP2 

Joint 
Probability .57 .75 .73 .78 .70 .65 

Marginal 
Product .60 .65 .70 .77 .69 .66 

Relation * p * * * * 

Likelihood Ratio 
(alpha Level) .10 .01 .10 .23 .56 .37 

--.J -



APPENDIX F - Continued 

NL group responses to spatial stories with no pictures (delayed condition) 

.TPl-TPara .TP2-TPara .TPl-TI .TP2-TI .TPara-TI .TPI-TP2 

Joint 
Probability .68 .75 .74 .77 .64 .85 

Marginal 
Product .70 .72 .70 .72 .59 .84 

Relation * p * p r * 

Likelihood Ratio 
(alpha Level) .10 .02 .06 .01 .06 .34 

NL group responses to comparative stories with no pictures (delayed condition) 

.TPI-TPara .TP2-TPara .TPI -TI .TP2-TI .TPara-TI .TPI -TP2 

Joint 
Probability .53 .60 .70 .67 .65 .53 

Marginal 
Product .55 .50 .68 .63 .61 .56 

Relation * p * p p * 

Likelihood Ratio 
(alpha Level) .53 .01 .27 .03 .04 .22 

-......J 
t..J 



APPENDIX G 
Instructions for Yes/No Responses: Experiment 2 

Experimenter says: 

a. I am going to read you some short stories. 
I want you to try to remember the stories. 

b. Then, I'll read you some sentences and you tell 
me if they were in the story. 

c. Tell me if the sentence is exactly the same as 
it was in the story. 

d. Say "yes" ifl say the same words in the same way. 
Say "No" if anything is different from the story. OK? 

Let's do one together. Now, try to remember exactly what the story says. 

The firecracker is louder than the stereo. 
The stereo is louder than the phone. 
The firecracker is hidden in the drawer. 

Now, did the story say: The stereo is louder than the firecracker.? 

173 

(Wait for answer [should be No]. Give feedback re: accuracy, then say:) The story said 'The 
firecracker is louder than the stereo.' 

Now, did the story say: The stereo is louder than the phone? 

(Wait for answer [should be YES]. Give feedback re: accuracy, then say:) The story used those same 
words in just the same way. 

Now, did the story say: The firecracker is louder than the phone? 

(Wait for answer [should be NO]. Give feedback re: accuracy, then say:) It ' s true. The firecracker~ 
louder than the phone in the story. But the story didn't exactly say that. Remember, you should only 
say yes ifl say the same words in the same way as the story. 

OK. Let's start. Listen carefully . You can ask me questions if you don ' t understand what to do, but 
I can only say the stories and questions once. Ready? 
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APPENDIX H 
Means and Standard Deviations: Experiment 2 

Significant Interaction of Sentence Type X Truth X Language Group 

LI Group NL Group 

TPl X(sd) 81(.24) 86(.19) 

TPara X(sd) 45(.29) 31(.28) 

TI X(sd) 43(.33) 34(.34) 

FP X(sd) 22(.23) 11(.19) 

FPara X(sd) 26(.23) 17(.21) 

FI X(sd) 19(.21) 06(.16) 

Significant Interaction of Sentence Type X Truth X Language Group X Age 

8-year-olds LI Group NL Group 

TPl X(sd) 84(.18) 78(.21) 

TPara X(sd) 41(.28) 44(.28) 

TI X(sd) 46(.35) 52(.31) 

FP X(sd) 23(.22) 16(.19) 

FPara X(sd) 27(.22) 20(.21) 

FI X(sd) 23(.21) 05(.13) 
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APPENDIX H - Continued 

9-year-olds LI Group NL Group 

TPI X(sd) 76(.27) 90(.16) 

TPara X(sd) 51(.28) 33(.30) 

TI X(sd) 51(.29) 33(.36) 

FP X(sd) 30(.24) 15(.24) 

FPara X(sd) 29(.23) 18(.22) 

FI X(sd) 20(.22) 11(.22) 

10-year-olds LI Group NL Group 

TPl X(sd) 82(.23) 89(.20) 

TPara X(sd) 43(.30) 16(.21) 

TI X(sd) 32(.32) 17(.27) 

FP X(sd) 14(.21 ) 02(.06) 

FPara X(sd) 20(.23) _13(.19) 

FI X(sd) 12(.19) 03(.10) 



APPENDIX I 
Conditional Probability Analyses: Experiment 2 

LI grQYQ_responses to spatial stories with pictures {immediate condition) 

TPI-TPara TP2-TPara TPI-TI TP2-TI TPara-TI TP1-TP2 

Joint 
Probabi Ii ty .41 .35 .42 .41 .22 .84 

Marginal 
Product .38 .36 .43 .40 .18 .84 

Relation * * * * T * 

Likelihood Ratio 
(alpha Level) .07 .90 .45 .89 .26 .40 

LI group re§Qonses to comparative stories with pictures {immediate condition) 

TPl -TPara TP2-TPara TPl -TI TP2-TI TPara-TI TP1-TP2 

Joint 
Probability .38 .39 .23 .22 . 16 .78 

Marginal 
Product .37 .38 .24 .24 . 11 .80 

Relation * * * * T * 

Likelihood Ratio 
(alpha Level) .77 .64 .91 .20 . 11 .19 

...... 
-...J 

°' 



APPENDIX I - Continued 

LI group responses to spatial stories with no pictures (immediate condition) 

.TPl -TPara .TP2-TPara .TPl-TI .TP2-TI .TPara-TI .TPI -TP2 

Joint 
Probability .38 .28 .36 .31 .20 .63 

Marginal 
Product .38 .30 .35 .28 .18 .59 

Relation * r * T T * 

Likelihood Ratio 
(alpha Level) .96 .50 .63 .24 .40 .10 

LI group responses to comparative stories with no pictures (immediate condition) 

TPl-TPara TP2-TPara TPI -TI TP2-TI TPara-TI TP1 -TP2 

Joint 
Probability .22 .30 .31 .22 .03 .44 

Marginal 
Product .25 .24 .28 .27 .15 .46 

Relation I p 

Likelihood Ratio 
(alpha Level) .31 .04 .24 .61 .07 .36 

..... 
-J 
-J 



APPENDIX I - Continued 

LI group responses to spatial stories with pictures (delayed condition) 

.TPl-TPara. .TP2-TPara .TPI-TI .TP2-TI. .TPara-TI .TP1 -TP2 

Joint 
Probability .47 .41 .33 .31 .23 .66 

Marginal 
Product .44 .35 .33 .26 .17 .66 

Relation * I * * p * 

Likelihood Ratio 
(alpha Level) .09 .06 .89 .06 .04 .55 

LI group responses to comparative stories with pictures (delayed condition) 

TPl -TPara TP2-TPara TPI-TI TP2-TI TPara-TI TP1-TP2 

Joint 
Probability .39 .39 .44 .45 .38 .50 

Marginal 
Product .39 .40 .46 .48 .37 .50 

Relation 
Likelihood Ratio 
(alpha Level) .86 .62 .37 .48 .84 .83 

--J 
00 



APPENDIX I - Continued 

LI group responses to spatial stories with no pictures (delayed condition) 

.TPI-TPara .TP2-TPara .TPI -TI .TP2-TI .TPara-TI .TPI-TP2 

Joint 
Probability .39 .38 .33 .34 .27 .52 

Marginal 
Product .39 .30 .33 .25 .18 .53 

Relati on I p * p p * 

Likelihood Ratio 
(alpha Level) .92 .01 .84 .01 .01 .50 

LI group responses to comparative stories with no pictures (delayed condition) 

TPI-TPara TP2-TPara TPI-TI TP2-TI TPara-TI TPI-TP2 

Joint 
Probability .31 .34 .27 .23 .22 .39 

Marginal 
Product .29 .28 .29 .27 .23 .35 

Relation I p 

Likelihood Ratio 
(alpha Level) .57 .04 .51 .23 .79 .20 

--...J 
I..O 



APPENDIX I - Continued 

NL group responses to spatial stories with pictures (immediate condition) 

.TPl-TPara .TP2-TPara .TPI-TI .TP2-TI 

Joint 
Probability .23 .20 .25 .22 

Marginal 
Product .23 .22 .25 .24 

Relation * * * * 

Likelihood Ratio 
(alpha Level) .78 .27 .72 .32 

NL group responses to comparative stories with pictures (immediate condition) 

TPl -TPara TP2-TPara TPI-TI TP2-TI 

Joint 
Probability .30 .31 .05 .06 

Marginal 
Product .29 .29 .07 .08 

Relation * * N * 

Likelihood Ratio 
(alpha Level) .78 .94 .02 .19 

.TPara-TI 

.09 

.06 

T 

.26 

TPara-TI 

.03 

.02 

* 

.67 

.TP1-TP2 

.81 

.82 

* 

.27 

TP1-TP2 

.89 

.89 

* 

.53 

,..... 
00 
0 



APPEND IX I - Continued 

NL group responses to spatial stories with no pictures (immediate condition) 

.TPl-TPara .TP2-TPara .TPI-TI .TP2-TI 

Joint 
Probability .22 .20 .25 .27 

Marginal 
Product .21 .20 .28 .26 

Relation * * * * 

Likelihood Ratio 
(alpha Level) .85 .91 .14 .75 

NL group responses to comparative stories with no pictures (immediate condition) 

TPl-TPara TP2-TPara TPI-TI TP2-TI 

Joint 
Probability .11 .09 .16 .14 

Marginal 
Product .11 .11 .20 .19 

Relation * * N N 

Likelihood Ratio 
(alpha Level) .78 .46 .04 .03 

.TPara-TI 

.11 

.07 

T 

.11 

TPara-TI 

.06 

.04 

* 

.17 

.TPI-TP2 

. 81 

. 81 

* 

.62 

TPI-TP2 

.64 

.62 

* 

.38 

-00 -



APPENDIX I - Continued 

NL group responses to spatial stories with pictures (delayed condition) 

.TPl-TPara .TP2-TPara .TPl-TI .TP2-TI 

Joint 
Probability .38 .23 .28 .22 

Marginal 
Product .39 .30 .31 .24 

Relation * N N I 

Likelihood Ratio 
(alpha Level) .35 .04 .01 .52 

NL group responses to comparative stories with pictures (delayed condition) 

TPl-TPara TP2-TPara TPl-TI TP2-TI 

Joint 
Probability .28 .33 .43 .33 

Marginal 
Product .29 .29 .38 .38 

Relation I * I * 

Likelihood Ratio 
(alpha Level) .83 .07 .23 .07 

.TPara-TI 

.20 

.14 

p 

.02 

TPara-TI 

.23 

.17 

p 

.03 

.TP1-TP2 

.67 

.68 

* 

.15 

TP1-TP2 

.64 

.64 

* 

.78 

....... 
CX) 
N 



APPENDIX I - Continued 

NL group responses to spatial stories with no pictures (delayed condition} 

.TPl-TPara .Tn-TPara .TPI -TI .Tn-TI .TPara-TI .TPl-Tn 

Joint 
Probability .33 .31 .34 .27 .20 .80 

Marginal 
Product .35 .33 .35 .33 .14 .79 

Relation * * * N p * 

Likelihood Ratio 
(alpha Level) .29 .65 .91 .01 .03 .70 

NL group responses to comparative stories with no pictures {delayed condition) 

TPl -TPara Tn-TPara TPl-TI TP2-TI TPara-TI TP1-TP2 

Joint 
Probability .20 .22 .27 .27 .19 .53 

Marginal 
Product .18 .19 .31 .32 . 13 .44 

Relation I * I N p p 

Likelihood Ratio 
(alpha Level) .48 .32 .16 .04 .04 .01 

-CX) 
w 
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APPENDIX J 
Summary of Teachers' Ratings on Loban Oral Language Rating Scale* 

Experiment 1: Summary of teachers' ratings on Loban Oral Lan~age Rating Scale. 

LANGUAGE GROUP 
LI NL 

Components Rated X (SD) X (SD) 

Skill in Communication 2.82 (.75) 4 .25 (.97) 

Organization, Purpose, and control 2.64 (.81 ) 4 .08 (.90) 

Wealth of Ideas 2.36 (.81 ) 3 .83 (1.19) 

Amount of Language 2.45 (1.13) 4 .00 (1.28) 

Vocabulary 2 .09 (.94) 3.58 (.99) 

Quality of Structure 2.64 (.67) 3 .83 (1.19) 

Total Mean Ratings 2.49 (.24) 3 .91 (.23) 

Experiment 2: Summary of teachers' ratings on Loban Oral Lan~age Rating Scale. 

LANGUAGE GROUP 
LI NL 

Components Rated X (SD) X (SD) 

Skill in Communication 2.83 (.94) 4 .27 (.90) 

Organization, Purpose, and control 2.33 (.65) 4.09 (.94) 

Wealth of Ideas 2.42 (1 .08) 4 .27 (.65) 

Amount of Language 2 .92 (1.38) 4 .00 (.63) 

Vocabulary 2.50 (.52) 3.45 (.69) 

Quality of Structure 2 .00 (1.04) 4 .00 (.89) 

Total Mean Ratings 2.45 (.33) 4.00 (.28) 

•Note: Rating scale is from I (low; poor) to 5 (high, good). 
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